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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Clear; Continued Cold
Tomorrow

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, JANUARY 2, 191 1.
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LODGE WILL REAL WINTER

ADDRESS

ON TAP

MASSACHUSETTS SENATOR TO
GO BEFORE MEMBERS OF

BITTERLY COLD FROM MISSOURI
RIVER

TO ROCKY MOUNTAINS
AND GULF

LEGISLATURE

THE EFFORT OF HIS LIFE HEAVY SNOW
EAGERLY

REMARKS

ANTICIPATE

OF DISTINGUISHED
STATESMAN

A

BLIZZARD
NIGHT

AND HIGH WINDS
PREVAILED

T

LAST

IN IOWA, NEBRASKA

AND KANSAS

CRISIS OF POLITICAL CAREER 28 BELOW ZERO IN
EXPECTS TO REFUTE CHARGES,
ESPECIALLY THOSE MADE BY
GOVERNOR-ELECFOSS

COLORADO

LOWEST TEMPERATURE RECORDED IN THE PIKE'S PEAK
.REGION

On account or nis
Chicago, Jan. 2. With the temperBoston, Jan.
ature
falling at the rate of more than
eighteen years' stewardship as one
two degrees an hour, and the wind apof Massachusetts' representatives in
proaching a gale, the first blizzard of
the United States senate, will he the new year began to make Itself
Riven tomorrow night by Senator felt in Chisago early today. Emer
were hurriedly
Henry Cabot Lodge, in an address gency preparations
com
the
by
transportation
adopted
to those members of the legislature
to
and
relief
organizations
panies
The friends
who favor his
meet the consequences as it is expect
of Senator Lodge assert his address ed it will be severely cold before
will he the oratorical effort of Ms night.
life. All agree that the Senator has
Blizzard Sweeping Iowa
reached the crisis of his political caSioux
City, la., Jan. 2. A fierce
reer. The address, which conies on
which Btruck this section of
blizzard,
the eve of the convening of the state Iowa yesterday continues today. A
legislature, will be the' Senator's sole forty-fiv- e
miles wind is blowing and
reply to numerous attacks, especially the temperature dropped to fourteen
,
those by Governor-electEugene Foss, below zero this morning. Railroad
which have been personally bitter.
and otraat s.ni rnfflrt ia DAplnilfilv
I
hampered.
2-

,

Zero Weather in Southwest
Kansas City,
Jan. 2. With the
thermometer registering
three de
grees below zero and the wind blow
miles an uour from
ing twenty-eigh- t
the northwest, this city and vicinity
today Is eperlenclng the severest cold
of the season. The mercury ia below
zero all over Kansas and Missouri.
During last night a fine sleet, driven
UN before a fierce wind, made outdoor
CASTANEDA
AT
AFFAIR
'
conditions almost unbearable.
EQUALLED IN LAS VEGAS
Texas experienced zero weather
SOCIETY ANNALS
last night all through the Panhandle.
It was four below at Amarillo. OklaWintry winds swooped down from homa
City reports two below. A bliztho mountains and vented their fury
also
zard
swept Nebraska and Iowa
against the walls of the Castaneda last
the wind reaching a velonight,
of
SatnrHnv niirht. Swlrlins drifts
miles an hour at Omaha,
of
city
forty
beat
foot.
under
snow
But,
raced
lev
the
with
temperatures
ranging from
as it might against window and
to
sixteen bebelow
at
Omaha
eight
to
unable
casement, the storm was
low
at
North
Platte.
cntnr. Its chilly breath could not
dampen the high spirits of the gay
Coach Top Blown Off
throng that had gathered within the
Kan., Jan. 2. The tem- Topeka,
hotel's sturdy walls tq while away the
i
parting hours of the old year and wel
(Continued on Page Five)
come the new with merriment and
festivity. Las Vegas' society had
met there to participate in what was WHOLE COMMUNITY
the most brilliant social function
that, has been held here in many
APPEAL IN COURT
years.
In no city of the country was any
New Year's party graced bythepres PEOPLE OF
MANCHESTER, OHIO,
ence of prettier and more handsomeUS
TO CONFESS
ANXIf
ly gowned women. When the guests
OFFENSES
room
prewere seated the big dining
sented a beautiful and animated
West Union, O.. Jan- 2. Almost
scene. The many colored gowns of
the ladies, the profusion of flowers the entire community of Manchester
used in the decorations of the tables, was in West Union today to either
the eleaming silver and cut gloss confess to Judge Blair of having givthe music, and lastly, because they en or received money for their votes
should come lastly In a description in the November election, or to witof the beauties of such a place, the ness their neighbors' discomfiture.
smiling faces of the men, combined The story that the lives of Judge
to make the banquet room a festive Blair and the grand jurors had been
place.
threatened by some men of ManchesSeated about the tables were pro- ter, was sent out from here last
minent people of Las Vegas and other night, but it was impossible to conparts of the territory. Governor wn firm the story which receives denial
Ham J. Mills as the guest of honor from official sources.
Lawyers, politicians, bankers, professional men and the clergy were rep
IMPORTERS' AUTO SALON
resented. The younger society crowd
New York, Jan. 2. Three of the
was uresent In force.
The watch party began with an in Hotel Astor's largest and nnst paformal reception In the lobby and latial rooms, including the celebrated
halls of the betel where the guests ballroom and the Rose room, are beeathered while waiting for all to ar-- ing used for the Importers' AutO"uo
Prnmntlv at 8:30 o'clock the bile Salon, which opened to the public
rin
today and will continue through
doors of the dining room: were
thrown open, and while the orchestra the week. The exhibition this year
played a rollicking march, the happy Includes the new models of practically every well known automobile or
on
Eight)
,Page
foreign make now on the mar'iot.
(Continued

OAY ASSEMBLAGE
AT

STATEHOOD

-

4, 111, IS PRESIDENT

Washington, D. C, Jan. 2. As a New Year's greeting to
New Mexico, it is announced that President Taft anticipates
that within sixty-thre- e
days from today he will have the
pleasure of sending to Governor Mills of New Mexico his
order for the New Mexico executive to issue the proclamation
calling an election for two congressmen, state officers, members of the legislature and county officers for the State of
New Mexico. The constitution has been carefully examined
by the president and many members of both houses of congress and it is announced on the highest authority that it is
certain to meet their approval. The election for state officers
in New Mexico is to take place not less than sixty days nor
more than ninety days from the date of the proclamation.
This document will probably be dated March 11, 1911. This
means that the election will be held in June of this year. It
was also announced today that it will scarcely be possible
for Arizona to get the election returns on the constitution for
that state to Washington in time to be submitted to the present
congress. This because of the fact that the election in
Arizona is held nineteen days later than that in New Mexico.
For this reason statehood for Arizona will probably be delayed for another two years.
BIG REPUBLICAN FIVE PERISH IN TRAFFIC BABLY
RALLY

M MR

BANQUET

BY JULY

TAFT'S NEW YEAR GREETING TO NEW MEXICO

WEATHER

00N

FRIENDS

DC

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'a 80

FRIDAY

BY REVELERS

EVENING
MILLS, JUDGE MANN
AND OTHERS WILL BE AMONU

GOVERNOR

FIRE

KERN

TO

BE

SENATOR

Indianapolis. led., Jan. 2. If
members of the Indiana
cut the
carry
general assembly
wishes of the party expressed at the
state convention last spring, John W.
Kern will be chosen United States
which
senator by the legislature
meets here Thursday.
Air. Kern received the endorsement
of the democratic state convention
over many other aspirants and In the
campaign which followed the sena-tcshiovershadowed all other Issues. The vote for senator likely will
be case on January 17. The demo,
crats will have a majorlty'of thirty
on Joint ballot.

AT

CLAIMS

MINERSVILLE,
PA.,
CHILDREN OF FOR-

MAGNATES GATHER
Cincinnati, O.. Jan. 2. The mem
bers of the National Baseball Com
mission are in the city for the an

nual meeting which takes place
morrow. The schedule committee of
the National League Is also here
and will meet with President Ban
Johnson of the American League 'd
arrange next season's schedule.

SANTA

FE TRAINS LAST NIGHT
AND TODAY HOURS OFF
SCHEDULE

Pottsvllle, Pa., Jan. 2. Five chilof John Marksavage, were
burned to death today In a fire that
destroyed their home at Mlnersvllle,
near here. The chlldr- n ranged In
age from two months to eight years.
The origin of the fire is attributed
to a New Year's celebration by
In an adjoining house,
boarders
was
also destroyed, an upset
which
lamp starting the blaze.
When the fire was discovered
Marksavage and his wife ran Into the
street and, being unable to speak English, gave the rescuers the impression that no children were In the
house and they therefore made no
effort to enter the place. The father
rushed into the burning house and
made an attempt to reach the children, but was unsuccessful. He was
severely burned.

Because of the blizzard, which is
raging in the eastern and middle
western states as well as In New
Mexico and to the south, several of
the Santa Fe's transcontinental trains
were late tody. No, 1, which is dua
here at 1:50 p. w.., is four hours and
ten minutes late. A stub train run on
No. l's time, was sent out from Trinidad to handle local traffic. No. 'J,
the mail train from the east, which
is due here at G;35 in the evening,
will not arrive until 7:35. No. 7,
due here from the east at 5:15 p.
m., will not arrive until five houia
later than thr,t time. No. 10, the
mail train from the south, due here
at 1:45 p. m., was an hour late. Yesterday the Colorado mail did not
make connections at La Junta. When
No. 3 arrived without the Denver
papers, the subscribers to these publications let out a wall of anguish.

dren

WEATHER OBSERVATORY
With the beginning of the new year
SIX KILLED IN WRECK
Ashland, Ky., Jan. 2. Six persons the Normal University becomes the
were killed In a wreck on the Nut established weather observatory for
ters Creek railroad near Van Lear, a Las Vegas- - The first readings were
few miles from Saintsville, Ky., last taken yesterday. The government
thermometer showed that the temnight.
perature was not so cold as that
registered by many of. the other Instruments In various parts of the
EXPRESS HATES IN
city. This morning the thermometer
registered a minimum temperature
IOWA
SLASHED of two degrees above zero. Sunday's
was eleven
minimum temperature
and the maximum
was
degrees
RAILROAD COMMISSION OF THAT twenty-ninThe snowfall Is estimatSTATE ORDERS REDUCTION
ed at one Inch.

M

e.

OF 5 TO 25 CENTS

Jan. 2. The Iowa
state railroad commission today ordered reductions of from five to twenty-five
cents a hundred pounds in the
maximtm express rates for (interstate shipments by all express companies. The commission holds that
the express companies doing business
id Iowa are making an "excessive and
unconscienable profit. The new rates
go into effect March 30.

,...

PROD UCTION ARMY OF DIAZ
OF COPPER

TURNS THE

FELL OFF

TIDE

THE OUTPUT

OF THIS METAL
FOR 1910 BELOW THAT

FEDERAL TROOPS HAVE RETAKEN TOWN

OF 1909

CAPTURED

BY

INSURGENTS

OFFICIAL DATA IS ISSUED

NO

ARIZONA AGAIN TAKES LEAD AS
THE LARGEST INDIVIDUAL

REVOLUTIONARY

RESISTANCE IS OFFERED

SMALL

PRODUCER

FORCE
WAS
AND MOST OF MEM-

BERS SURRENDERED

ITS RECORD IS UNRIVALED

VOLUNTEERS

LEAD, ZINC AND TUNGESTEN

HIS ARMY ONE THAT DESTROY-

ES-

TABLISHED NEW FIGURES
FOR THE YEAR

ED RAILROAD

LICK GUERRERO

BRIDGES NEAR

CASAS GRANDE

Washington, Jan. 2. The United
States Geological Survey today made
public its figure on the 1910 pro
duction of copper, lead zinc end
tungsten. The copper output falla
considerably short of the 1909 production, but above that of any pre
vious year. The 1910 ' figures for
blister and lake copper are 1,079,000,-00- 0
pounds, against 1,092,951,621
pounds In 1909. The consumption of
copper In the United States was
large, the record reaching 700,000,000
pounds. For 1910 Arizona again takes
tbe lead among the copper producing
states and territories.
The lead smelting industry had a
busy year. The total production ol
refined lead in the United States
from foreign, and domestic ores was
469,682 short tons, worth at the ave
rage New York price, $41,332,013,
compared with 448,112 tons In 1909.
Missouri retained first place among
the lead producing states.
The production of zinc In the Unit
ed States In 1910 broke all records,
totaling 267,423 tons, worth at tie
average price, $28,881,684, compared
with 225,760 tons in 1909.
A strong demand for tungsten ores
was evidenced during the year and
the production rose to 1,824 short
tons, worth $832,992.

Chihuahua, Jan. 2. An official re
port received last night states that
the town of Batopilas, recently occupied by the revolutionists, was taken
by five hundred federals Sunday afternoon without casualties.
The
force was small, and most of
them, it Is said, were taken prison
ers.
The report telegraphed out a week
ago that the insurrectos, as a retalia
tory measure, recently executed two
federal prisoners. Is confirmed by
Americans arriving here.
Volunteers from Casae Grand es, it
Is officially stated, have defeated the
insurgent band under the leader:h'.r
of General Guerrero). ThBa Is said
to be the one which destroyed the
railroad bridges between Casas Gran-de- s
and Juarez a week ago.

CELEBRATES NEW YEAR
City of Mexico, Jan. 2. New Year,
as usual, was generally observed in
this city and elsewhere throughout
Mexico.
At the National Palace
President Diaz receive the eon?rat-ulatlon- s
of the members of the dirto
matic corps, magistrates of the
court, members of congress, government officials, army and nan offlo
ers and hundreds of distinguished
citizens who called to pay the'r respects to the chief executive of the
nation.

LAST NIGHT

NEW YEAR'S

WAS

OBSERVED QUIETLY
PEOPLE OF LAS

VEGAS

MERCURY DOWN
TO THREE ABOVE

ZEROJIARK
EXPERIENCED COLD-ESWEATHER OF WINTER

LAS VEGAS

T

With little warning a real wintry
blizzard descended upon Las Vegaa
late Saturday afternoon. The mercury shivered and ducked as far
down into the little ball at the bottom of the thermometer as he could
squeeze himself. Considerable snow
fell,' but most of it was carried away
by the wind which blew at a high
velocity. Yesterday the temperature
did not rise much during the day and
last night it dropped to the lowest
point registered this season. At 8:30
o clock this morning the thermometer
pointed to two degrees above zero.
More cold weather is predicted for
tonight and tomorrow. Many local
thermometers registered from three
to five degrees below zero this morn-

SPENT ing.

TODAY
NEW

Des Moines, la.,

BALL

BY STORM

.

EIGN FAMILY

THE SPEAKERS
The formation of a "Statehood
League" Is the object of a big meeting which will be held Friday evening In the Duncan opera house. Governor William J. Mills will be here
from Santa Fe and will address tfie
gathering concerning the constitution.
Governor Mills, from the standpoint
of a jurist, a statesman anrl a long;
time citizen of New Mexico, la eminthe
ently fitted to speak conce-nin- g
fundamental law as drafted for the
should
new state. And his word
bear weight. O. A. Larrazo'.o a Ual
democrat, but a still mora
of New Mexico and advocator ot
statehood, will address the meeting,
as will also Judge E. A. Mann, of Albuquerque. Every voter should put a
red mark around the figure 6 on the
front page of each of his New Year's
calendars that the grocer and Insurance man have mailed him, in order
that he may not forget to attend the
meeting.

DEMORALIZED

BLAZE STARTED

CITY EDITION

VAUGHN MURDER TRIAL
Lancaster, Mo., Jan. 2. The cases
of Mrs. Alam Proctor Vaughn and
Dr. J. R. Hull, charged jointly with
the murder of Mrs- - Vaughn's husband, Prof. J. T Vaughn, were called
for trial today before Judge Sheltoa
In the circuit court. Prof. Vaughn,
who was an Instructor at the Klrks-vl- ll
Normal school, died October 14,
1909, as a result, it is alleged, of
strychnine poisoning.

HUGGING STOVES
AND FIREPLACES

Sitting about their stoves and fire
places and feeling sorry for the few
people who were compelled to work,
the residents of Las Vegas today observed New Year's. Nearly all of the
stores were closed all day as vi?re
the offices of pub'ic officials and the
banks. The postoffice was open dm-lnthe morning from 9 until 10
o'clock. Owing to the extreme cold
there was not nearly so much New
Year's calling as la usual and few
The
people were on the streets.
plumbers, who had been looking forward to a vacation with the re3t of
mankind, were disappointed or the
untimely arrival of the cold snap.
Water pipes burst in many parts of
the city and the gentlemen with the
big wrenches and the soldering
Irons put In a busy day. The Optic
force worked as usual and the paper
was Issued at the regular hour. Some
of the merchants were mad as wet
hens this morning. They say seme
of their colleagues agreed' to close
their stores for the entire day but
did not live up to the agreement.
g

PINCHOT APPEALS TO TAFT
Jan. . 2. President
Washington,
Taft has been appealed to by former
Forester Gifford Pinchot and his
brother Amos Pinchot, to cancel im
mediately without further hearing the
Cunningham Alaskan coal

I

claimB.

t'i

In a voluminous brief filed with
president in accordance with percussion given in a letter written to t! ia
by Secretary Norton on Novembe S,
Mr. Pinchot and his brother contend
that the record in the case "ahu Janf-lproves that the claims are IjJegal
from the beginni; f (he
and that
claimants have conspired to .efratrf
the government."
y

OPENING OF POSTAL f ANCS
the
Washington, Jan. 2. Tl
practical Institution of the postal wrings bank system on to .omw, Ifi?
till give
United States governro;
the people facilities for itingipart
of their earnings. 1" J ettiMfebment ia regarded m t.,&most far
talen ij tW
reaching financial st
aothorizaiitu,
government since t
of national banlw.
-
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HOXEY PLUNGES
TO

HIS DEATH AT

LOS ANGELES
MACHINE

COLLAPSES
WHILE
FEARLESS BIRD MAN WAS
DESCENDING

stand befova the machine struck the
ground. The aviator had been In the
air an hour an a half when the fatal
accident occurred and had sailed
d
summit
again over the
of Mount Wilson, whose heights he
had conquered twice before since the
meet began.
Walter Brookins, who originated
the spiral glide and the dip whloh
wan
brought Hoxey to his death,
of
In
the
front
sand
press
standing
watching his colleague of the Wright
team perform. His back was turned
to the field as he talked to friends-Thethe shout went np:
"Hoxey is falling."
At the same instant a sigh orgaso,
not loud, but of a tremendous volume
rose from the packed grandstand.
That single suppressed sigh was the
only sound that came from the
crowd for fully twenty minutes alter
the accident. Brookins whirled at
the sound o the cry and saw the
crash. He uttered but one word,
beneath
"God," his legs gave way
ihlm and he fell in the roadway. Although he had been In several seriy
ous accidents himself, he rose
unnerved and cried like a
child.
At that tints the field announcers
were rushing up tnd down, shouting
through their megaphones:
"No cause for tiara; Hoxey is ml
right."
But Brookins ae not convinced.
"That's a lie," be shouted back to
one of the liDLOunoers. "Hoxey'a
dead. I know it," and again he burst
Into tears.
Brookins was not the only air man
overcome by thi tragedy. Charles F.
Willard of the Curtiss team likewise
collapsed. Wii'ard had predicted Just
a moment before Hoxey fell that an
accident was Bure to overtake him
in the dangerous atmosphere and almost before he had completed the
utterance of his prophecy, it was
verified.
"I knew it was coming," he sobbed
a few minutes later as he sat in his
hangar with Ms head between his
hands.
new:,
A repoiter of a Pasadeca
news of Hoxey'3
paper trcke
death to his mother Saturday evening at her Bellevue home, in that
city.
She bore up under the shock with
an exhibition of the- courage thathaJ
characterized the atrial daring of her
snow-cappe-

Aviation Field, Lob Angeles, Jan,
The winds, whose
treacheries
Arch Hoxey so often defied and con
quered. killed the noted aviator late
Saturday. As If jealous of his In
trepjdity, they seized him and his
fragile flying machine, ilung them
down out of the sky and crushed out
his life.
He fell dead upon the field from
which he had risen but a short time
before, with laughing promise to
thousands of cheering spectators to
pierce the zenith of the heavens, surpass his own phenomenal altitude
records and soar (higher than any
other man dared go.
Cross currents, whirled off by a
ragrant storm that floated In from
the ea .caught his biplane and shot
him downward 563 fleet to earth.
Catching his frail machine In one of
the spectatoular spiral glides that are
the. calmest
dangerous even in
weather, the warring winds sported
with It a moment, juggled it, and
then as if suddenly maddened and
frenzied, hurled it to the ground.
When the field attendants reached
the spot where the tangled pile of
wreckage lay, Hoxey was dead. One
side of the face, whose engaging
smile had won the admiration of
thousands of spectators each day
during the meet, had been crushed
into an unrecognizable mass.
His body lay broken and twisted
almost out of all semblance to a
human form. All of the spectators
in the grandstand
witnessed the
tragedy, as it occurred directly lacfar side of the
ing them, on the
sicourse. They sat in
minlence for almost interminable
utes until the announcer gave the
news through the megaphone:
"Hoxey has been killed."
Then from every part of the great
fitand came the sobbing of women,
son.
who but a short time before had
Although the tragedy had in if
slapped their gloved hands to the
element calculated to rouse the
every
daring aviator as he arose from the crowd to the highest pitch of excite
field for his fatal flight.
ment, It re'vi'iic! remarkably calm
during tb(t seconds of Hoxey's
"
,
ad-feminine
ered upon him by his
the ensuing long period of susand
",mirers, Hoxey in gallant manner had pense before tlity knew whether
T7 promised 10 soar jngur mau 119 ui Hoxey had been killed or only injurany other man had ever flown before. ed. A
squad of mounted policemen
"Of course, the success of this atdrawn
were
up around the wreck,
tempt is contingent upon the kind but were not needed.
Only a few
of weather I find up there," said
and newspaper men atattendants
Hoxey, just before he left the ground.
to get upon the field. The
"Some of the temperatures one en- tempted
souvenir
hunter was conspicuous by
counters in the higher altitudes are
absence.
his
simply beyond human endurance.
But if I can find It and my motor
DIX IS INAUGURATED
works as well as it has been working
N. Y., Jan. 2. John A. Dix,
of
record
Albany,
a
with
down
come
fll
the first democratic governor New
12,000 feet or more."
Even at that moment the wind had York has had in years, was inaugurattained a velocity that kept more ated at noon today. The ceremonies
cautious aviators on the ground. Af- in the capitol were extremely simple
ter he had ascended, it gadned rapid- and occupied less than half an hour.
of
ly in violence. Moreover, it created The program Included the address
to
Governor
his
White
welcome
the
by
a "Swiss cheese" atmosphere,
most treacherous meteorological con- - successor, and the response of the
dition that man birds have to con- latter. Among the visitors who wit
nessed the ceremonies was a large
tend with.
There is nothing by which It may delegation of Tammany Hall men.
be known why Hoxey did not go The Inauguration was preceded by a
his parade of various companies and comhigher than the 7,142 feet which
baragoraph showed he had attained, mands of the national guard of New
encountered at York. Troop B of this city furnishbut he apparently
same
conflicting air ed the personal escort to the new
the
altitude
that
currents that finally overcame him governor.
Notwithstanding this, and with the
NEW LEGISLATION
same reckless daring he displayed
EXPECTED
deSacramento, Calif., Jan. 2. Many
dally during the last week, he
scended by a series of spiral glides measures of a progressive character
and was performing one of his thrill- are to be discussed and acted upon
his biplane at the session of the California leging rolling dips whn
In
midair ana islature which met today. The lniatia- collapsed
suddenly
tive, referendum and recall, popular
6hot to earth.
Over and over the aeroplane turn election of senators, submission of
constitutional amendments lor equal
ed as .it fell, with a .speed so swift
saw
suffrage to a vote of the people, and
that of all the thousands who
,
tragedy, not one could tell what State conservation of natural rehis sources are Included in the program.
effort the aviator, made to save
Deen
naa
The legislature will choose a Unitei
Hf
When the wreckage
his
body
eo
that
States senator to succeed Frank P.
sufficiently
cleared
was rouna Flint. Albert G. Spalding appears to
could be reached, he
arms be the leading candidate for' the
iplanted firmly In his seat, his
fall
The
telescoplevers.
the
around
ed the biplane.
MONTANA SOLONS MEET
The steel sprocket which drove the
face,
across
Hoxey's
Hont., Jan. 2. The choloe
Helena,
propellers lay
the motor resting lipon the right of a democrat to succeed United
side of his body. Everyone of the States Senator Thomas H. Carter
ribs on that side was shattered Into overshadows all other business befragments. An iron upright, broken fore the Montana legislature, which
held the convened today for its biennial sesby the force oft the crash,
aviator's body impaled upon its sion. The active candidates f.-- r the
toga are Thomas J. Walsh, a wei'thy
Jagged point.
stand
regthe
ta
watches
lawyer of this city, and W. O. ConThe stop
2:12
of
rad, a millionaire mining man and
istered the exact second
turned
Governor Norris,
machine
capitalist.
o'clock when Hoxey's
and several
Toole
other
The
Governor
fall.
in
its
and
plunged
over
are mention! as
teleleaders
democratic
on
the
news of the disaster was
candidates.
graph wires leading out of the press receptive
2.

,

thor-ougl-

awe-stricke- n

)j

ie

trade or commerce? and What is it
to "monopolize?"
DAY
Around "What la commerce?" the
principal fight in the tobacco case
probably is to be found. The comANTImerce which the government claims
is being restrained and monopolized
'
is not commerce, according to the
'
tobacco attorneys. It is nothing
more than the manufacture of an article which later enters into comTOBACCO merce. The bulwark behind which BRILLIANT
STANDARD
OIL AND
RECEPTION, GIVEN
BY
PRESIDENT AND MRS- TAFT.
CASES WILL DECIDE ITS
the tobacco organization in making Its
famous
is
this
line
A SOCIAL EVENT
the
CONSTITUTIONALITY
fight along
Knight decision, made even, more famous by the reference to it by for
Washington, Jan. 2. The birth of
Washington, Jan. 2. Prosecutions
mer President Roosevelt last fall in the New
acby the government, designed to
Year was celebrated in the
su
complish the dissolution of the Stand- criticising the decisions of the
nation's
capital today with all the
ard Oil and the American Tobacco or- preme court. It that case the court
brilliance
which the custom of many
to suppress an alleged mono
ganizations embodying the greatest declined
on
In
has
the years
attached to the observance
manufacture of sugar,
"anti-trust- "
fight of the generation, poly
to
it
had
that
proof
authority
the day. Public Inteiet as here'o-for- e
will be taken up for the second time ground
mon
ceed
of
way
only
preventing
by
court
the
United
of
centered in, the president's reby the supreme
States at the beginning of Its work opolies in commerce. The tobacco ception at the White House. Although
for fhe New Year. Continuing its corporations claim that they are con not so !
i) attend 3 1 as in 80713
consideration of affairs of govern- cerned only incidentally in commerce.
in
Is
to
as
what
previous
the
Again
dispute
jears the function was most
ment, the court will Immediately afteras
in
cluded
word
in every respect, Inasthe
successful
"commerce,"
conwards give its attention to the
to in the Sherman anti-trureferred
tax
of
as
the
furnished the ouly opporIt
much
corporation
stitutionality
tarif law, arises in connection with the tunity .of the year for several thouprovisions of the Payne-Aldric- h
character of a holding company. Both
act
sand visitors to greet the president
All three cases attracted world- the Standard Oil and the tobacco or
and
Mrs. Taft and see the interior
wide attention when first presented ganizations contend that the power
the
constitution
to
of the always interesting old manregulto the court about a year ago. With granted by
exso
commerce
ate
is
not
interstate
sion.
the objH!t of procuring consideration
tensive as to Include regulation of
The function began at 11 a. m.,
by a full bench, they were set for re-argument on January 3. Intervening the acquisitian and ownership of a and continued until well in the afcases will cause a delay until prob holding company of stock in other ternoon. The first
greetings of the
ably January 5, when It is believed corporations. The government argues day were extended to the president
the arguments in the tobacco case that whenever a holding company and Mrs. Taft
by the vice president,
and
will begin. The Standard Oil and the necessarily stifles or directly
members of the cabinet and their
free
restricts
competi
corporation tax arguments will fol- substantially
ladies. Then followed the diplomatic
low. About three daysi will be re tion in commerce, the United States
accredited to the
representatives
to
commerce.
has
'such
protect
power
quired for each.
United States, in the prescribed atcontest
In
an
the
the
regarding
The standard Oil and the Tobacco
tire of their respective courts. The
law swer to the question of "What is 're- line was led
cases put the Sherman anti-truby the dean of the dipstraint'
or
trade
of
commerce?"
the
to the most crucial test to which it
lomatic
Badon Hengelmuller,
corps,
has been subjected during the twenty first dispute is over the interpreta- the ambassador from Austria-Hungaryears of Its existence. The corpora tion of "restraint of trade" as equi
Others who attracted attention
tion tax cases place on trial the pow valent to "the absence of free com in the brilliant
assemblage were Baer of the federal government over petition." The government advances ron
Rosen, the Russian ambassador;
the
reduction
that
of
theory
competi
has
corporations. The contention
Count von Bernstorff, the German sm.
been that if the Standard Oil and the tion means a restraint of trade and bassador; Baron Uchlda, the Japanare dissolved consequently higher prices. The cor ese
tobacco organization
ambassador; M. Jusserand, the
the government will be forced to 11 porations urge that a combination of French ambassador;
Senor de la
cense corporations in order to allow producers may mean a reduction of Barra,
Mexican ambassador;
the
'
and
lower
consequently
legitimate business to be carried on expenses
Viscount d'Alte. the minister from
The corporation tax decision may de- prices.
and Mr. Arosemena, the
.Portugal,
The government further contends
fine the power of the federal govern
minister from Panama.
anti-truthe
Sherman
that
refers
law
ment over corporations so as to guide
Chief Justice White and the ai?
this proposed subsequent legislation, only to such restraints aa are direct soclate
justices of the supreme court
Incidentally, about 125,000,000 an- and material. One judge In passing of the United States led the entire
on
the
caae
tobacco
in
circuit
the
nually in taxes depend upon the de
court held that the law referred to Judiciary present, after which came
cision.
senators and representatives 'neon
diAlthough the tobacco case is to be every restraint without regard to
gress. The army and navy and the
argued first, the Standard Oil suit has rectness or materiality. It is said marine corps alj were well repre
attracted more attention.
Attorney that this doctrine would stifle legiti- sented. The officials of the governorGeneral Wickersham has referred to mate business: The defendant
all important
ment, representing
do
this
arguganizations
Oil
case
as
the Standard
probably
bureaus of the Tarious department
so
ment
claim
much, because they
the most important that ever came
in their cases that no direct and ma- were followed by representatives
before the court
various patriotic Mcieties anl the
The Standard Oil suit was Institut terial restraint of commerce exists. members of the Oldest Inhabitants'
ed in 1906 in the circuit court of the This claim is based upon the argu- association of
the District of CoUnited States for the eastern division ment that they are engaged principal- lumbia. Shortly after one o'clock
as
of the eastern judicial district of Mis ly, not in interstate commerce
the general public, represented by
souri. The federal government was were the railroads in the Northern hundreds of men, women and chilSecurities
but
in
manufac
case,
the
the complaining party. It claimed
dren who had stood patiently for
that the Standard Oil company of ture of goods, which may go into In hours in long queues winding up to
terstate
commerce
later.
New Jersey, as a holding company,
entrance of the executive manThe third division of the contest. is the
acquired since 1899 and held by di
was admitted to the presence
sion,
rect stock ownership, 65 companies, over the interpretation of the word of the
president and his party.
The
Oil
Standard
is
These 65, It was alleged, owned the "monopolize."
As in former years the reception
concerned 'with this
stock of 49 other companies, making iparjoularly
was held in the Blue room, which
a total of 114 companies.
The gov- phase of the controversy, because the had been tastefully and elaborately
ernment asked that this organization lower court found that it was at decorated for the occasion. The full
be dissolved under the Sherman an tempting to monopolize. Attorneys Marine Band was stationed in the
for the company advance the argu
law.
ment
that under the law it could le- lobby and played almost continuousA year was taken by the four judg
ly during the three hours of the re
es in the circuit court to pass on the gally acquire the trade of the world ception.
a In an article provided it did nothing
case. By unanimous agreement,
to prevent others from competing
dis
court
decree was entered by the
with it. They declare the Standard
both
the
because
solving
organizaton,
it was in "restraint of Interstate com Oil has done nothing to prevent oth
merce" and because it was "attempt ers from competing. Success has
come to it, so they claim, because
ing to monopolize." Before the de
of
"untiring energy, infinite skill
car
cree became effective an appeal
abundant capital and steady reinvestried the case to the supreme court.
The tobacco case was Instituted in ment of early profits." The govern1907 in the circuit court of the United ment has piled up volume on volume
States for the southern district of to support its contention that success
New York.
The government here, waa achieved by unfair competition
The corporation tax cases, eighteen
too, was the complaining party. Al
in
all, involve entirely different argu
lies in the various branches of the to
bacco business, with combined assets ments. The corporation tax provi
tariff act
of more than $400,000,000, constituted sions of the Payne-Aldric- h
TC
T.
the organization which the govern provide ior "a special excise tax
ment sought to have the court disrespect 10 me carrying on or
doing business"
by corporations,
solve.
The four judges each rendered sep "equivalent to one per centum upon
arate opinions m tne tooacco case, upon the entire net income over
but three of them united in a decree, and above $5,000."
Each of the cases was originated
holding many of the corporations had
in
various courts by persons finanenrerea into a combination "in re'
i.
'
straint of trade" in violation of the cially interested in the tax not being
These
persons asked the courts
first section of the Sherman anti paid.
trust act These three decreed the to enjoin .the payment of the tax by
dissolution
of this
combination, respective corporations because th
Other corporations, including the tax was unconstitutional. The valid
United Cigar Stores company, the Im ity of the tax was upheld in each case.
The law is opposed principally on
perial Tobacco company and the
tne
ground that sit attacks the sovTobacco company, were
found not to be in the combination ereignty of the states by taxing stat
None were held to be "monopolizing" iranohises; that it invades the right
in violation of the second section of to due process of law by levying a
ANDREW CARNEGIE
tax on classes fixed arbitrarily; and
the Sherman anti-trulaw.
The man who has gained fame as
that it is a direct tax not apportioned
The application of the Sherman
the greatest philanthropist of this or
law to these two organiza- among the states,' as required by the
any other age, is Mr. Carnegie, whose
tions, involves not only an investiga- constitution.
total benefactions to date amount to
tion into the facts, but includes an In
matiy millions of dollars. Mr. CarLook for tre Bee Hive
terpretatlon of the law Itself. The
On the package when you buy Fol negie's latest gift is an endowment of
principal uncertainties in regard to ey's Honey and Tar for
coughs and $1,500,000 of a hero fund for Ger
the law cluster around three words colds.
None
genuine without the many, similar to the hero funds esin the statute.
These words form Bee Hive. Remember the name, tablished
by him in the United States
the baste of three questions. What is Foley Honey and Tar and reject anv and
Canada, Great f Britain and
substitute.
O.
G.
Schaefer
and
Red
"commerce?" What is "restraint" of Cross
France.
Drug Co.
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For Your Baby's Sake
buy a WAGNER Quick
Folding

CELEBRATED AT

SHERMAN

Go-Ca- rt.

Come in
models.
We have in stock a full line of new
Well
to
obl.eed
buy.
be
and examine them. You won't
leave the decision to your judgement
vnth
The WAGNER opens or closes automatically

WHITE HOUSE

TRUST LAW

handle.

on simple movement of the
It is roomy and comfortable for a baby

-

.

not-pres-

seat is so placed that the cart cannot
The safety brake
tip backward.
holds the cart anywhere when left
'"
alone.
has the attrac
Nn other
T
QUICK FOLDING
tive appearance of the WAGNER.
It is beautifully finished in every
detail. Built on graceful lines,
highly finished in nickel and
enamel, upholstered in best
quality leatherette.
The WAGNER has an
frame no wobbly
wheels no wood parts to
warp and split.
To insure comfort, con
venience, style and strength
v "
r m

7&&ner
vjy
GO-CAR-

all-st-
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L

'

British-A-

merican

anti-t-

rust

.
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eel

Look for
the name

Wagner
on the

front of
'the cart.
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WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

ICO

TRADE

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

Ci
MARK

IN NEW MEXICO'

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS
Dry Goods Groceries,

s

-

of any age, lying,

under the seat.
sittine or reclining. Has soft, fexille springs
The WAGNER is saft. The

nAIL ORDERS

.

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

Hardware,, Implements,

"VrSirS""

USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

TSd

($Email

Santa Fq, N M,

&t(3B

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Completely renovated and neatly furnished. Fireproof.
room steam heated.
European plan. Rooms $1.00 to $2.00 per day.
Meals 50 cents and tip.

J.

C DtGNEO,

Every

Proprietor

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227,

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
I

3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

G. H. Mamma & Co.

Pommery

Different Brands
of Bourbon 'and

Great Western
Sauterners'

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Deidesbeimer
Laubenheimer

17

California Brandy

Virginia Dare

Claret

Niersteiner

Imperial Ri ne Wine

Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

All Holiday Brands of Cigars

OPERA

OAR

PHONE TO
MAINk 110

mm.
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ECONOMY RULES

MUS T ELECT NEW

SENATOR FROM

$9,000,000 on ordinary account.

MAKEGOOD
RE-

The first half of the year closed
with that reduced to $6,000,000, although it had been as high as
within that time. Close check
on expenditures, with added receipts
In some quarters, which,
however,
probably have been offset by decreases in others, have gradually worn it
down.
The working balance is now $4,000,-00- 0
better than the close of the first
month's business found it, and when
it is considered that several times
since the firscal year began the ready
cash has sunk as low as $26,000,000
and the, general fund as low ia
'
condition
$84,000,000, the present
to
those
satisfaction
gives
treasury
officials who have been predicting
that the government's finances would
right themselves in the face of an
abnormal drain.
Two important possibilities are to
be reckoned- with, however,
during
the next six months in any study ot
the national finances. The first is the
decision of the supreme court in the
corporation tax cases. Should that be
averse to the government the treasury would be called upon to pay out
$27,000,000. That would be met by
an immediate issue of 3 per cent
certificates of indebtedness to run
one year.
The second is that the reclamation
service may call for $20,000,000 for
works in the West. That would be
met by an issue of bonds already authorized, but the treasury cannot issue the bonds until It has paid out
the money. The expenditure of the
$20,000,000 will not be in a lump
and the treasury will have to pay !t
out in comparatively small sums.
The Issue of Panama securities at
a rate of Interest which will attract
investors and supply funds without
Inflating the present basis of national bank currency is the next big
move contemplated.
0

LIONS

Washington, Jan. 2. The new year
finds the finances of the United States
treasury far Improved over the condition in which the business of 1910
was begun.
When 1909 began the treasury
spent some 126,000,000 more than it
had taken in. That sum took no
account of the extraordinary expenses for the Panama canal. The beginning of 1911 finds that deficit reduced to $6,000,000 and the total deficit, including Panama expenditures
reduced to almost $26,000,000 on all
accounts practically half the amount
it was a year ago.
The year closed with about $86,000,-00- 0
in the general fund and a work
ing balance of $34,000,000 in the trea
sury offices, both considerably lower
than a year ago. This is considered
by treasury officials a remarkable
showing in spite of more than $130,
000,000 having been advanced out of
ordinary funds for the canal con
struction.
The showing seems to sustain Sec- tery MaoVeagh's declaration that the
treasury would be able to keep an
even keel until congress passed legis
lation to allow an Issue of securities
upon the plans he has laid down.
Such a plan as Mr. MacVeagh and
Senator Aldrlch have so far worked
out contemplate the issue of $50,000,-00or $100,000,000 of Panama bonds
not to be available for national bank
c'rculation and at a rate of Interest
blgh enough to make them attractive
to investors. Such a plan promises
to develop into legislation when congress settles down to work.
Not only do the working balance
0

TENNESSEE
LEGISLATURE.

g
-

:

their

strength after the six months' strain,
but the ordinary deficit for the fiscal
year has been actually reduced. The
close of the first month of the fiscal
year found the cash drawer out some

OF PRESIDENT

DEFICIT IN U. 8. TREASURY
DUCED FROM 26 to 6 MIL-

fund show

"

connection. On the side of the fusion
forces there is also an abundance of
n
aspirants, among them Jerome
Luke Lea of
of Knoxvllle,
Nashville, G. T. Fitzhugh of Memphis, Secretary of War Dickinson and
several others.'
Tern-pleto-

To Choose Dick's Successor
Columbus, O., Jan. 2. The seventy-nint-

WHICH. MET

TO-DA-

AT NASHVILLE, FACES
IMPORTANT TASK

Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 2. The
general assembly of the state
of Tennessee which convened today
is expected to make for itself an important place in the history ol the
state. The election of a United
States senator to succeed James
work of
is the
the early days of the session.
The indecisive results of the recent
legislative elections and the wrestling of the control of the executive
Srom the democrats have combined
to bring about conditions without
precedent in cho political history of
Tennessee. As a consequence the
contest
outcome of the senatorial
cannot be predicted with any degree
of certainty. On the face of the final
returns, the regular democrats have
a majority In the senate, and will, if
they hold together, be able to organize the senate by a safe majority.
In the house the fusion forces have
a majority larger than that of the
regular democrats In the senate and
hence on joint ballot to elect a Unit-teStates senator will have a majority of a few votes. The regular
democrats, however, are not ready to
concede the success of the fusion
forces and today both sides are confidently claiming they will be able
to elect the senator.
Senator Frazier hopes to be chosen
as his own successor. Governor Patterson and former Governor McMillan are aspirants for the toga on
the side of the democratic regulars
and General Luke K. Wright, former
secretary of war, and John J.
a prominent Nashville attorney, are also mentioned in the same

fifty-seven- th

'

Ver-tree- s,

COMMISSIONERS
NAME JUDGES
OF ELECTION

h

general assembly of Ohio met
today and perfected its organization.
The democratic contest for the seat
in the United States senate, now held
'
by Charles Dick, will monopolize attention during the early days of the
session. Atlee Pomerene, the new
lieutenant governor, and Edward W.
Hanley, of Dayton, continue to be
the leaders In the race for the toga,
and barring complications that may
come with the entrance of some other formidable candidates, the contest will be fought to a finish, between these candidates. All other aspirants seemingly are in the "also
mentioned" class, with the possibility that the contest between Hanley
and Pomerene may become tangled
to the extent that a compromise candidate will offer the only solution.

D.

WHO WILL 8UPERVISE
BALLOTING ON JANUARY

THOSE

9. ANNOUNCED

GOODS

Ar-mij-

Ba-rela-

16-2-

1

.

ANNUAL

Ell Pueblo Candelarlo Ulibar
rl, PeJagio Gallegos, Eugenlo Ortiz.
33, Los VIglle
Jose Agapito Mar
tinez, Manuel Maes, Faustin Padilla.
34, San Isidro Fermin Benavidez,
Nicolas Martinez, Jose M. Perea,
35, Las Gallinas Claudio Aranda,
Octavlano Salas, Antonio Aranda.
36, Penasco Blanco
Ezequiel San
chez, Severe Lucero, Luis Sllva.
37, El Cerrito Epitacio
Quintana,
Jesus Maria, Duran, J. de la C.
Ara-gon-

.

38, Los Torres Luis S.
Montano,
jr., Juan Pedro Montano, Julian Lu-

cero.
39,

Tecolotlto

Ecipio Salas, Fran

cisco Sals, Fernando Baca.
40, Bemal
Cecllio Jaramlllo, Clau
dio Ortega, Apolonlo Marquez.
41, Canon
Largo Antonio Coca,
Juan B. Gonzales, Leandro Martinez.
42, Romerovllle Gumeclndo
Ortiz
y Ortiz, Manuel Segura.
San Agustin Seraplo Baros,
43,
Luis, Tapia, Cornello Sals.
44, Ojltos Frlos Miguel Ortiz, Nes
tor Montano, Felipe Gonzales.
45,
El Agulla Fldenclo Lucero,
Juan J. Gallegos, Pedro Ribera.
46, Emplazado Roman Romero, Jose A. Sandoval, Francisco Lopez.
Hot Springs Lorenzo Leal,
47,
Santiago Encinias, Santiago Martinez.
48, Trementlna
Hilarlo Gonzales.
Juan B. Sanchez, Lorenzo Gonzales.
49, Agua Zarca Abran Barela, Antonio Mares, Apolonlo Marquez.
50, Guadalupe Matlas Aragon, Florenclo Licon, Flavio Baca.
51, San Ignacio Cruz Rolbal,
Garcia, Candido Rolbal.
52, Colonlas Arriba Pablo Barela,
Andres Ruiz, Andres Bowles.
53, Enclnosa Dolores Medina, Antonio D. Torres, Agapito Sandoval.
64, Mlshawaka D. H. Newcomer,
E. S. Crooks, John Hartman.
55, CberryvaleC. F. Jester. John
W. Grimes, Benigno TJllbarrt.
Done at Las Vegas, San ' Miguel
County New Mexico this 30th day of
December, A. D. 1910 by the Board
of County Commissioners of San MI
guel county, New Mexico.
o

ROMAN GALLEGOS.
San Lorenzo Jose Carrillo, Do
Chairman Board of County Commis
mingo Maes, Donaciano Lopez.
sioners, San Miguel County, New
19, McKlnley Higinio Lucero, Jose
Mexico.
R. Lucero, Domingo Baca.
Attest:
LORENZO DELGADO,
20, San Juan Florenclo
Sanchez,
Clerk of the Board.
Manuel Chavez, Fidel Sanchez.
21, Casa Colorada Natividad Ley-ba- ,
WATER POWER PERMITS
Raymundo Martinez, Miguel Apo-dacWashington, Jan. 2. A new form
2,2, Sablnosa
Antonio Le Blanc, of water power permits and new regulations for water power plants on
Placldo Beltran, Clpriano Lujan.
23, San Jose Juaa Segura, Pedro the National Forests have just been
A. Tapia, Miguel Guerln.
approved by the Secretary of Agriculture.
The important changes un24, La Liendre Lorenzo Tapia,
new
der
the
regulations arei that
Sanchez, Narciso Otero.
for the issuance of a
they
provide
25, Pena Blanca Cruz Duran,
preliminary permit which secures to
Ramirez, Eugenlo Chavez.
the party making the first application
protection during the time necessary
to make his final surveys and procure
the data for the Issuance of the final
permit. The new permit will terminate at the expiration of 50 years, unless revoked by the secretary of agriculture, and the charge will be based
upon the net horsepower capacity or
the plant, beginning with a charge
of 10 cents per horsepower during the
first year and rising; gradually 10c
per year to $1 per horsepower In the
tenth year, which charge will continue thereafter. Computed, for the
50 year period, the charge under the
new permit is about 30 per cent less
than that tinder 1he old form. Provision is madjr for a readjustment
every ten years of the factors upon
which the egliintied capacity of tne
plant la computed. It is believed that
the new regula'uns will encourage
extensive water power development
In the National Forests under provisions which will fully protect the
interests of the people.
18,

STORE

JAN,

EVENT

32,

Eu-tlmi-

AT

DENVER, COLO.,

les.

The county commissioners, meeting in special session, appointed
judges for the election for the selection of justices of the peace and constables in the various precincts of
the county, which will be held January 9. The commissioners followed
the recommendation of tihe chairmen of the republican and democratic county central committeea in making their appointments, two of the
judges In each precinct being of the
republican faith and the third of the
democratic. Following Is a list of the
apointments, the voting places in
precinct appearing elsewhere In this
issue:
Atanacio Ulibarrl,
1, San Miguel
EXECUTIVE TAKES OFFICE
David Urioste.
Lansing, Mich., Janl 2. Simplicity
o
2, La Cuesta Ramon Madrid,
formed the keynote of the ceremonies
Gallegos.
today attending the inauguration of
Laa Vegas South Juan B.
3,
Chase M. Oeborn as governor' of MichMaes, Francisco Esqulbel
igan. All military pomp and ostenTecolote Florentine
4,
Trujillo,
tation were lacking and even the cus- Pablo
Gonzales, Juan Martinez.
tomary public reception was dispens5, Las Vegas North Isidro Archued with, in accordance with the wishBonifacio Montoya, Alejandro
leta,
es of the new executive. The inau- Torres.
guration exercises were held on the
Cleofea
C, Las Vegas Central
steps of the capitol and were witPedro Patron.
nessed by a large crowd. The prinSan Antonio Bernardo Marti7,
cipal features of the program were nez, Dionicio Sandoval, Celestlno
the invocation by the Rev. J. A. Ken- Gonzales.
nedy, the administering of the oath
8, Upper Las Vegas Pablo Zamora,
of office by the chief justice of the Jose
Gallegos, Sanjll Ruiz.
adsupreme court, and thejnaugural
,
9, Pecos Pedro Ribera, Martin
dress of the new governor.
Tlburclo Rolbal.
10, Chaperlto Florenclo Arellanes,
Eduardo Duran, Sostenes Delgado.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
11, San Geronlmo Nicolas Esqui-bel- ,
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
Dionicio Gutierrez, J. L. Benavi-dez- .
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
Pablo A. Sena Antonio
12, Rowe
days or money refunded. 50c.
'
Archuleta, Manuel Quintana.
13, Rociada Juan Jose Maestas, sr,
Agustin Maeetas, Maximiano Bustos.
9.
14, Sapello Olegarlo Montoya, Jose
Lino Martinez, Serafin Archlbeque.
,
15, Las Manuelitas
Romaldo
Manuel Martinez, Gerardo Tru
:,
,
jillo.
Al- San Patricio Conoepclon
17,
corta, Catarlno Martinez, Juan Teno-rio-.

Always a Bargain
DRY

Hen-era-

WESTERN STOCK

31,
Puertecito Albino Sandoval, NEARLY HALF MILLION DOLLARS
Juan Duran y Tapia, Juan C. GonzaINVESTED IN BUILDINGS FOR

Pe-rea-

GiUM

26, Los Alamos Jose N. Gallegos,
Pedro Garcia Jose A. Montoya.
27, San Pab'o Jesus Sanchez, B.
Sena Lobato, Juan E. Gomes.
28, Chavez Simon Garcia y Montoya, Francisco Serna, George Griego.
29, East Las Vegas P. C. Carpenter, Juan Ortega, M. Cellars.
30, Canon do Manuelitas Juan
Francisco Quintana, Pedro

.i

The annual National Western Stock
Show, which is held in Denver every
January, has grown in six years to ba
one of the big live stock expositions of
the country, it is backed by an organization of some E0O stockmen and people interested in live stock agriculture
all over the west and is financed by
the Oenver Union Stock Yards. The
show was started as an educational institution, to educate the Western
farmers in the most modern lines and
methods of producing live stock. It
has already been a tremendous factor
in Improving the live stock of " tha
west and the stock yards and business
interests of Denver have backed it by
buildings costing over
providing
$400,000 which are used almost exclusively for this annual show. A magnificent amphitheater is the principal
building and is one of the. most convenient buildings of the kind ever
constructed, providing seats for 10,000
people around a large arena in which
the fine stock is exhibited. There is
just being completed for the coming
show, which will be held during the
a fine three-storweek of January
barn of the most modern construction and a club building which
together will cost about $80,000. It is
expected that during the show week
in January Denver will entertain
about 50,000 visitors. The show will
handle 150,000 people during the week.
The premium lists and cost of
will be over $50,000. Railroads
will make reduced rates from all parts
of the west.
y

16-2-

the-sho-

TRAIN

SOUTHERN

NEW

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 2. The Southern Railway company today put into
operation a new through passesger
train between this city and Charlesof Lexington.
ton, S. C, by way
Knoxville, Ashvllle, Spartanburg and
Columbia.
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TOMORROW
WE WILL OFFER

150

Ladies' Union Suits, worth $2.25 for $1.75.

Off regular price.
Children's Sweaters at
Off.
Blankets and Comforts4
1-

-3

1-

-3

Now is the time to buy. We
offer New Goods at New Prices.
Come early, always remember
we sell the best for less
-:-
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POTHIER'S SECOND TERM
-Providence, R. L Jan. 2. Aram J.
Pothler took the oath of office as gov
ernor of Rhode Island for the second
time today. With him the newly
SENATOR CHARLES DICK.
elected state officers assumed official
The legislature of Ohio, which met authority. The Inauguration
was
today at Columbus, will, within the conduoted with the usual ceremonies
next two weeks, elect a successor to In the presence of both houses of the
Senator Dick. As the democrats con- general assembly. .
trol on joint ballot, a man of this
faith will be named. Senator Dick
NEW ARTILLERY SCHOOL
has been a member of the senate
Fort Sill. Okla., Jan. 2. A board
sinoe 1904, being eected March 2 of of army officers met here today to
that year to succeed Marcus A. Han-n- formulate detailed plans relating to
deceased. His record has been the establishment of a school of fire
illustrious, he gaining fame as the for field artillery. The new school
author of the Dick Militia Bill. He will probably be located at Fort Sill.
served as a major in the Eighth Ohio
Volunteers in the war with Spain, and
Hoax "Wigwag complains that he
has made a special study of military can never keep a dog long." Joax
matters. His term expires March 4. "Why doesn't he try a dachshund?"

' VSNSN'y

-:-

COOPS

tl.

Mr. Knapp, who has been chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion for the past several years, or
since its establishment, is one of the
new judges of the recently created
Court of Commerce, he having been
recently named for the place by
President Taft.

A Reliable Remedy

CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm
it quickly

Give

It

Relief

absorbed.
at Once.

cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
;
diseased mem- brane resulting from Catarrh and drira
away aCold in the Head quickly. 11 esttw
the Senses of Taste and Smell. I'ul sw
60 cts. at Druggists or by mail. LijnJ
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 f ts.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New Ink
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2, 1910.

one. Much Important and progressive
legislation has been placed on the
statute books under his regime. More
of it wiu. be If the leaders at the
present session o?. congress get busy
and do!it heif full duty by their,
many jlmporrtaint Judicial appointments have been made with
a rare discretion. His conservation
policies are as practical as they are
progressive. He has handled the vexed tariff question in an admirable
manner, despite the unjust criticism
that has been leveled against him be
cause congress would not make the
reductions in the tariff law which the
people demanded. But the tariff law
that the president did sign is a much
better and broader measure than any
which have gone before it, and for
thi3 he should get credit Instead of
And the president's
condemnation.
further plans for turning the present
tariff board into a real tariff commission, and for the revision of the tar
iff by piecemeal, are steps In the
only direction that can be taken for
a future revision of the tariff on honest and fair lines.
If a renomination is not tendered
to President Taft in 1912 by an
unanimous and united republican
party, it will be within the truth to
characterize republicans, as well as
republics, as being ungrateful--

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS

IIKROES OP THE AIR

Resolved That we pledge our
selves at the beginning of the New
rear to give up none of our bad hab
Its; we will live up to our principles
and do our duty toward God and our
neighbor and the habits will taie
care of themselves.
Resolved That while there are
but three hundred and thirteen work
ing days in the year it is no treiDaaa
to keep the Golden Rule working
Sundays and overtime; we will spend
three hundred and sixty-fiv- e
days doing unto others as we would havo
them do unto us.
Rfaolved That a five minutes'
grouch Bpoils a whole day and time
is valuable!
Resolved That we will convince
our friends that we meant what we
sairl in our "Happy New Year salut
ation.
Rerolved That we will now quit
knocking; we will boost and thoreby
forget how to wield the hammer.
Resolved That we will not try to
be saints; we will merely do our best
to be good citizens.
Resolved That Las Vegas can be
made the best city In the territory
and that we will all work together
to bring about that end.
Resolved That when New Tear's
comes again we will have so lived
that resolutions of any kind will net
be necessary.
'Tvwzsg

A man of distinguished valor
or
enterprise in danger or fortitude in
suffering; a prominet or central personage in any remarkable action or
event. This is the word hero

o

WHY NOT TAFT IN 1912?
wiseacres at
Washington came the news the other
day that President Taft and Colonel
Roosevelt had been exchanging many
fetters of late and had renewed their
warm friendship of other days although, as a matter of fact, there has
never been any good reason to believe that these distinguished gentlemen have ever been anything but the
best of friends, the efforts of designing politicians to the contrary.
However, this purported recent exchange of letters was construed to
mean that harmony would prevail
from now on in the republican ranks
and that Colonel Roosevelt would not
oppose the renomination of President Taft. These stories brought a
prompt rejoinder from the Colonel
that all this talk about him having
decided to support President Taft fn
1012 was absurd. Of course he did
spy he wouldn't, so his denial is not
are
any Indication that relations
trained between the president and
the man who jlayed such a large
part In making him presidents
Coupled with the colonel's "denial"
is another story from Washington to
the effect that President Taft has
made It as clear as he possibly could
liake it without indulging in a
affirmation on the subject,
bad
wjlch, of course, would be in
taste, that be to going to seek a
la 1912. Probably this
news would; be nearer correct If it
acstated that President Taft would
nomipresidential
the
cept
republican
nation In 1912 were It tendered him.
And why shouldn't such a tender
administbe made! President Taft's
A perfnot
been
perfect.
has
ration
ect presidential administration will
not ime along until the millennium
arrives and that is still in the rather
distant Mure, But the blunders made
not been
by President Taft have
them
And
or
against,
great.
nmy
accompllsh-mpnt- s
way be set a record of
s
that is unparalleled. His
rnce on tie practice of economy
in the conduct of the federal government and the "euccesa he has at
ready achieved In bringing this about
challenges the admiration of every
iFrom the political

di-r.--

in-ei-
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NINETEEN ELEVEN
USHERED IN BY
A BLIZZARD
STORK OF TIME DELIVERED
BORN YOUNGSTER

NEW

FREEZ-

IN

ING TEMPERATURE
On the wings of

the roughest blizthe winter the infant year
1911 was ushered in. The giant stork
oi time that left the youngster on
the door step of the world had to
make his way through freezing tembuffeted by
boisterous
perature;
winds he nevertheless arrived exactly at the same hour at which he has
been leaving the new born children
oi Father Time for many thousands
of years. This youngest of the ever
increasing family of the years greatly resembles his brothers and sisters
gone .before. Like child of man he
came into the world with a lusty
cry. The shriek ol whistles, the boom
ing of guns and the .loud clangor of
bells Bhowed that the voice of the
New Year was in good working order.
The infant brought with him a
mysterious packet. From it he will
dole out to each inhabitant of this
world dally his little portion. For
For
some there will be happiness.
others there will be discouragement,
and for some even death. But the
New Year is kind; he knows how to
maintain silence until the time has
come for him to hand out to each of
us our share of the contents of his
mysterious parcel.
Before 1911 has grown old and tot- tered off the scene of action Las Ve
gas expects to see him bring to this
city the realization of Its anticipations for increased prosperity. The
Camfield project will have been com
pleted; the Santa Fe's new roundhouse will be under construction;
that road's branch line to Vaughn or
Fort Sumner, to both of which places
surveys have been made, will be
the new
completion;
nearing
thoroughfares Jo Mora and the southeastern part of the county will be
completed and In daily use; the dry
farmers fill have scored another success; the new federal building will
the
be well along In construction;
constitution will have been adopted;
statehood bringing into Las Vegas
alone hundreds of new citizens and
many thousands of dollars looking for
a place where they can be put to
work earning interest for their own
ers and boosting Las Vegas. In fact,
to catalogue the good things that
1911 has in store for Las
Vegas
would require much valuable time
and space- A number of interesting and incredible things will occur here during the year. First of all, Las Vegas will have a baseball team that
will swipe everything in the southwest almost unbelievable but true;
Fred Nolette will succeed in killing
a deer; William Harper will catch
a fish as big as the one that got off
his hook last year; Manuel Henriquez
and "Doc" Hess will join their friends
in the ranks of the benedicts; Geo.
A. Fleming will keep on boosting Las
Vegas; F. H. Pierce will gain one
pound and thirteen ounces; E. 3.
Murphy will continue to earn the
reputation of being the most pleasant
man in town; F. O. Blood will stay
up an hour longer each night in order
hours In
to talk politics twenty-thre- e
each twenty-four- ;
everybody in town
except some of the society girls will
have another birthday; the furniture
menwlll sell several baby carriages;
some of us will get a ride to Masonic, Odd Fellows or Mount Calvary
cemetery and 1912 will find everya
else
body wishing everybody
New
Year."
"Happy
zard

oi'

to
Science therefore is indebted
those hero aviators, who, In 1910,
unselfishly gave up' their lives that
man might triumph in his efforts o
conquer the air by perfecting a craft
that would do his bidding in that
ethereal space, the bounds of which
are boundless.
Counting Hoxey and Moisant, who
on Saturday,
met their deaths
the last day of the year just
past, thirty aviators were killed
in 1910 by falls from heavler-than-amachines, as against five in the
two years previous. And those three
years comprise the working history
of the aeroplane, for it was in 1908
that Lieutenant Thomas E. Self ridge,
U. S. A-- , fell with Orville Wright, in
the first public trial in an aeroplane,
at Fort Myer. Selfridge was the first
man killed
in a
machine. The other American dead,
all killed this year, are Johnstone,
Hoxey and Moisant.
The records of aviation this year
bore out the forebodings of those
veterans who, when novices first be
gan to flock the air, warned:
"Watch the death list."
The complete list for the year
1910, follows:
De La Grange, Leon, at Bordeaux,
France, January 4.
Le Blanc, Hubert, at San Sebas
tian, Spain, April 2.
at Lyons,
Hauvette,
Miieheln,
France, May 13.
De Zosely, Alndan, at
Budapest,
Hungary, June 2.
Robert Thaddeaus, at Setettin, Ger- many, June 18.
at Rheims,
Wachter, Charles,
France, July 3.
Kinet, Daniel, at Ghent, Belgium,
July 10.
at
Rolls, Hon. Charles Stewart,
Bournemouth, England, July 12.
Kinet, Nicholas, at Brussels, Belgium. August 3.
lieutenant of
Vivaldi,
Marquis,
near
Rome,
August 20.
Italian army,
Van Maesdyk, A., near Arnhelm,
Netherlands, August 27..
Poillot, Edmond, Chartres, France,
September 25.
Chavez,
Georges, Domondessola,
27.
September
Italy
Plochman; Mulhausen, Germany,
September 28.
Heinrich, Hans, Wallen, Germany,
September 28.
.Maziewlch, Captain, St. Petersburg,
Russia, October 7.
EPITAPH
OcMadlot, Captain Coual. France,
f
tober 2f.
Here Lies Statehood That Did
GerMonte, Lieutenant, Madgeburg,
4--'
Not Make Good.
many, October 25.
Blanchard, Fernando, Issy les
A Statehood Convention
France, October 27.
With lofty pretension.
Sagliette. Lieutenant, Oentosello,
Unlimited contention,
Italy, October 27.
No end of dissension,
Johnstone, Raplh, Denver, Colo,
November 17.
By a recall Invention,
Has caused the prevention
Grace, Cecil S.. lost in English
Of our birth.
Channel, December 22.
y,
Laffort, Alexander, Paris, France,
Briefl was our life.
December 28.
Socialistic strife,
Senor Piccolo, San Paulo, Bradll,
And recall knife
December 26.
Have prevented paturitlon
and a
Cammarota, army engineer
And so disturbed our condition
Decemprivate at Centosello, Italy.
As to fatally Inimical
"
ber 5.
Thus with our hopes deferred
,
DePaulla, Marculs, Parte,. France,
, At last we're Interred
cember 28, ,. ;. ...
In this earth.
St. cyr,
i
De Caumont, Lieutenant,
a tear,
shed
and
pause
Stranger,
30.
France, December
Orleans.
The people's hopes He buried
New
B.,
John
Moisant,
'
Its
here.
La., December 3L
HERRINO.
WILLIAM
Calif,
-Angeles.
Los
Hoxey. Arch,
Tucson, Deo. 28, 1910,
December 31.
ir
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GREATER NEW MEXICO
A STATEHOOD RESULT
Total wealth, of territory
Balances held In state and county treasuries
Population, 1910 "census.:.,
Increase In last four years
(Increase is 67.6 per cent In ten
Value of products of dry farms, 1910
Land entries filed In 1910.....
Acres covered by entries
Acres etill remaining In public domain
Acres of land to be set aside for public schools
Acres under irrigation
Applications granted to appropriate water, 1910
Acres covered by applications
CANTA FE, N. M., Jan. 2. Twelve
thousand entries were filed in 1910
in the six federal land offices of New
Mexico, covering more than 2,000,000
acres, but stiH leaving 36,000,000
acres of the public domain, from
which, however, the new state will
select 8,000,000 acres of the best land
for Its public schools and Institutions.
Despite the drouth (there was exactly
five inches deficiency from the normal rainfall in 1910,) homeseekers
continued to flock into the territory,
and there is every indication
that
New Mexico is not only maintaining, but is accelerating the 67.6 per
cent rate of increase in population for
the last" ten years dieclo0ed by the
census. Of the 327,396 people in the
commonwealth, more than 100,000
same the last four years, most of
them settling in the eastern tier of
counties, but crowding more and more
toward the Rio Grande river.
The year just past has been an
even'ful one for New Mexico. Congress passed and the president signed an enabling act, which was followed by the election of i00 delegates
to a constitutional convention, which
convened at Santa Fe on October 3
and adjourned on November 21. It
consisted of 71 republicans and 29
democrats and formulated a constitution that Is considered "safe and
sane," conservative, and yet progressive, a document which it is certain
that the president and congress will
approve, but which must first be passed upon by the voters on January
21. The commonwealth hopes to add
Its star to the flag on July 4, 1911,

--
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Has been in force lor over two years and
has given universal satisfaction Our
cash 10
prices the lowest possible for
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.

$400,000,000
1,700,000
327,396
100,000

years.)
.'

DISCOUNT SYSTEM

OUR

$ 60,000,000

rAT:

12,000
2,000,000

TAUPERT'S

36,000,000
8,000,000
300,000
158
617,816

and to seat two stalwart republicans
senators in the halls of congress next
December. It is this high hope that
is serving as an impetus to development, to business extension, to faith
in. business prosperity during the new
year.
People are awakening to the fact
that the available waters for irrigation In New Mexico can be put to
much greater use than they have in
Not more than 300,000
the past.
acres were under irrigation in 1910,
and a large area of that only Indifferently cultivated. But here and
there, with increasing rapidity, land
and water right owners are not only
economical in the use of water, but
are resorting to intensive cultivation
and are recording greater yields per
acre than a few years ago were deemed possible. Irrigation districts are
being organized, power
pumping
plants installed, reservoirs built and
colonies planted. A careful survey
of the water resources made by the
office of the territorial engineer
shows that at least a million acres,
or three times the present area now
cultivated under irriga,t'on, can be
reclaimed with the waters available
at present. He granted during the
past fiscal year 158 applications to
appropriate water covering 617,816
acres of land. Construction has already begun under 25 of these applications, ten more of the projects have
been completed and eight are one-fift- h
finished. In addition, the government is pushing construction on
the Engle dam, Is making Improvements on the Carlsbad project and Is

considering the building of a cement,
flume to the headwaters of the Hondo
to fill its Hondo reservoir.
Private enterprise is ' building irrigation works in Colfax,' San Miguel,
San Juan and Guadalupe counties under applications older than a year,
and will begin work, on large systems in Santa Fe, Taos, Rio Arriba,
Socorro
Sandoval, Bernalillo and
counties as soon as the Interdict of
the reclamation service on the waters
of the Rio Grande and its tributaries
is lifted, either voluntarily or through
an edict of the courts. This problem
is pressing solution, especially since
the territorial engineer, only a few
weeks ago, was compelled owing to
the claims of the reclamation service
under the Carlsbad project, to reject
12 flllnga for important private projects on the upper Pecos, especially
at Fort Sumner and Santa Rosa. Appeals have been taken in these cases
and will be fought all the way up to
the United States Bupreme court.
One of the most promising projects
now under construction is near Las
Vegas, and is being put through with
Colorado
capital. Also, six miles
south of Santa Fe, on the Arroyo
Hondo, one of a series of three reservoirs was completed this winter. Colfax county, especially, la a marvel of
development under private irrigation
enterprise, far more successful than
any of the government undertakings
thus far.
Progress in 1910 was especially
gratifying in the building of good
roads. The Territorial Good Roads
commission, having at its disposal bo
(Continued

on Page Five)

TODAY'S MARKETS
Jan. 2. This Dein? a
New York,
legal holiday, there were no market
quotations given.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Jan. 2. Cattle, C.000,
including 400 southernh. Market is
Native
steers, $56.50;
steady.
southsouthern steers,
ern cows, $34.50; native cows and
heifers 2.756; stockers and feeders $45.50; bulls, $3.G05; calves,
$4.508; western sters, $4.506;
western cows, $2.755.
Hogs 3,000. Market steady. Bulk,
heavy, $7.807.85:
$7.757.82
packers and butchers, $7. 75 7. 85;
light, $7.707.80.
Sheep 7,000. Market steady. Muttons,
$3.504.40;. lambs, $5.30
and
yearlings,
6.40; fed wethers
$3.7505.50, fed western ewes, $3 25
.

$4.506;

1--

3.90.

Foley Kidney Pills
Are tonic in action, quick In results. A special medicine for all
kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
C. Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H., says:
"I was afflicted with a bad case of
rheumatism, due to urio acid that my
kidneys failed to clear out of my
blood. I was so lame In my feet,
joints and back that it was agony for
me to step. I used Foley Kidney
Pills for three days when I was able
to get up und move about and the
pains were all gone. This great
change in condition I owe to Foley
Kidney Pills and recommend them to
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

JANUARY WHITE GOODS SALE AT BACH ARACH'S
Muslin Underwear for Women Offered
at 3-- 4 Of Real Value
All new
Thousands of snow white fluffy Undermuslins reduced.
numbers, purchased especially for this January Sale. Each garment
excellently finished and thoroughly inspected before leaving the factory.
Lace and embroidery trimmed Undergarments galore, like foam flowers,
dear to dainty women.

India Linen,
Persian and French Lawns,
Long Cloth, Butchers, and
Irish Linens

Off All Muslin Nainsooks, Dimity,

1-- 1

Underwear
Night Gowns, Chemises, Combination Suits, Drawers, Corset
Covers and Petticoats. AH made
from the best cambric, long cloth
and nainsooks trimmed with' billowy
white laces and embroidery.

Why not investigate our line of White Goods? These
are all pure white and from 27 to 36 inches wide and are
materials that are always useful. A reduction of 15 per
;
cent on the above.
.

$1.50 garments, specially priced
at-.-

and
Napkins Reduced

Table

Linens

warranted heaviest all
Linen Damasft, Regular $2.25
$1.89
value, sale price
warranted all Linen
Damask, regular 12.00 grade
sale price
$1.69
warranted all Linen
Damask, regular 11.75 grade,
sale price..
$1.49
warranted all Linen
Damask, regular tf '.60 grade,
sale price
$1.19
I.:t'.,....
warranteaV all Linen
Damask, regular $1.00 grade,
70c
sale price
h

.

v

1.75 garments) specially

$1.13

priced

at..

1.32

2.00 garments, specially priced

at

20 Per Cent Reduction on

n

--

1.50

MO

2.50 garments, specially priced
3.00 garments, specially priced

at

2.25

3.50 garments, specially priced

at....,

s;

garments,
garments,
garments,
garments,
9.00 garments,
--

All Over Lace and Embroidery, Tucked Nets, Galo-onBandings, Insertions,
Laces, Edges, Embroidery
Flounces.

2.63

$4.00 garments, specially
4.50
f .00
6.00
7.60

Laces and Embroideries

Can you use some of the
following

1.88

at

All

specially
specially
specially
specially
specially

THE

priced at. .$3.00
priced at. . 3.38
priced at. . 3.75
priced at. . 4 50
priced at. . 5.63
priced at. . 6.75

Now

from 4c yd. to $3.60

STORE Of QUALITY"

Muslins, Sheetings.
Ticking and all DoOff.
mestics at

All Winter hand knit
Ribbed Underwear
for men, women and

1--

E. Las Vegas.

N.M.

children at

1--
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THE APPROACH

.PERSONALS

Cold mornings and nights
meanscolds, and colds mean
that "disagreeable feeling:"
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the

COLD

DA

and GRIPPE

REMEDY

is a panacea.
No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

5

I

I

Here's Wishing You

(a)

Happy and

A

I

Prosperous NewYear

I JOHN

A.

PAPEN.

BARGAINS
20

Misses and Ctoildrens' Coats
$3.60 value, now

$2.50

Misses and Childrens' Coats
...
$6.00 value, now.
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value
12

now
15

4.50
4.50

Woman's Coats, $10. value,

7.50
now
200 Women's and Misses' Knit
Mittens. 35c to 50o value, now. .20
150 Women's and Childrens
Knit Mittens 35c to 50c value,
20

now

Just in a beautiful line of Tailo?
Made Woman's and Misses Sklrta
latest styles at very low prices, also
hats nobby
300 MenB and Boys'
Btyles, these were drummers' sam
ples and will close out at 33 3 pe
cent off.

Romero Mercantile Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE.

By

Studying

The Ads You

Increase Greatly
Your Chances
of "Living
Happily Ever After!
Present day conditions of living
pretty nearly making IMand

come

PERATIVE.
Householders find that the ads
the income
really help to make
STRETCH OVER THE NECESSITIES when it seems, sometimes,
like too .big a task.
here
Buying economies a little
and a little there really Krow
worth-whil- e
proportions in the
course of a year; aud amount to an
increase of income.
Home-make- rs
who are
are comearnest happiness-hunter- s
ing quite generally, to be intelligent
readers of the ads.

William Eaton of Clayton, spent
Sunday vlsiUr.j.(inj Las Vega.
Among the Sunday visitors In La
Vegas was Miss Minnie. M. Thorn p
son, of Optimo,
James T. ( Shoemaker, who resides
on the John Di W. Veeder ranch near
Buena Vista, la in the city.
Charlegr Gla8?(.w' of Colfax. Is In
the city today to spend a short time
looking after business affairs.
District. Attorney Charles W 0.
Ward went this morning to Mor to
look after son; legal business.
Tony Leak and Lawrence
tuii
were in the cily. today. They res hi 3
a short distance from El Porvedr.
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial cluj, if turned laatnighi
from Denver
liuc he had been on
a brief business trip'
I. H. Rapp, a prominent architect
of Santa Fe. is here to Join Mrs.
Rapp, who has been visiting in Las
Vegas for a few days.
John D. W. Veeder left this afternoon for Santa Fe to attend the session of the territorial supreme court,
which will begin tomorrow.
A Mennett. salesman for the
Brown and Manzanares
company,
went this afternoon to Santa Fe on
a business trip for that firm.
Mrs. J. K. Martin left today for
Kansas In several cities of which
state she will spend a few weeks
visiting relatives and friends.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert
W. Clark, has returned
iirom the
southern part of the territory, where
he had been on government legal
business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Curns, and
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Jahren, of Wagon
Mound, who were here to attend the
New Year's Eve banquet, returned
home esterday.
J. S. Johnson, industrial agent foi
the St. Louis Rocky Mountain & Pacific railway, has returned to his
headquarters in Raton, after a brief
visit in Las Vegas.
B. Montoya and family, who have
been here for u few days for a holiday visit to Mr. Montoya's brother
Vicente Montoya, left today for their
home in Maxwell City.
Governor William J. Mills returned
morning to his home in
Santa Fe, after having been here to
attend the New Year's Eve banquet
at the Castaneda hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. harles Cunningham,
and son "Buster, who spent the holi
days in Las Vegas, guests at the J
M. Cunningham home, today returned
neat
ranch
to the Cunningham
Springer.
Dr. J. L. Flint, who for a time
was located at Mora, has gone to
the southern part of the territory In
search of a new location. He may
open an office either at Socorro or
Las Cruces.
Wilson . W. Mills, son of Governor
and Mrs. Mills, passed through Las
Vegas last night, en route to Ann
Mr.
Arbor, Mich., from Santa Fe.
Mills Is a student in the University
of Michigan law school and la making
an enviablerecord.
Miss Louise Cunningham, who has
been here spending the Christmas
holidays with her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, left today for
Newton, Mass., to resume her studies
in Mount Ida,, a fashionable girls'
school. Dr. Cunningham accompanied
her.
Dr.' and Mrs. H. W,. Heymann and
children left yesterday afternoon for
Santa Fe. From there Mrs. Heymann and the children today continued their journey to Alamosa,
Colo., where they will make an extended visit to relatives. Dr. Heymann is expected to return this
- evening.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
Is the product of
A. food expert.

It meets the body's
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Requirements for those
Essential elements
Which provide true
Nourishment.'
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San W uelNational Bank

Lampower was a great believer In
Individual rights, and so far as readiCmpHmlPmldln
ng; his wlfa's correspondence was concerned he would have been as likely to
$100,000.00
listen at keyhole or steal candy from
babies.
being away from
'Still,
The one ideal Christmas
home, he wanted a list of books they
is
all
the family
had made out together, so he rumpresent for
maged in her desk to find It. When he
this new Columbia Graf onola
unfolded the paper he took to be the
Columbia
The
"Favorite."
list he found it closely written over
Grafonola gives you entertain- in a queer. Jerky style, and It began:
"My Darling!" Now, in the first place,
ment at home with the best of
It was not Lampower's writing. In the
musical.
everything
second place, what right had any other man to call Louise his darling? Or she to let him? Lampower, with frowning brows and
compressed lips, unbelievingly and
grimly read through the amazing epis
tle. For It was amazing!
Lampower
had written a few love letters himself
In the course of a tempestuous youthful existence, but he never remembered bursting into anything like this,
it took his breath away.
"The Idiot!" he said out loud as he
finished.
Colombia GrafonoU "Favorite" ISO
He found he was clutching the paper in both hands as though to tear
it, so he smoothed it out carefully and
refolded It Then he found it had
We have some fine new
been merely the top letter on a pile of
REAL WINTER WEATHER
similar ones. They had lain in the
Christmas selections ; come in
far recess of the pigeonhole. Feeling
and hear them on the Colom(Continued From Page One)
that he might as well know the worst,
bia Grafonola.
he drew out all the letters and went
through them. They were all in the perature three below zero and the
same writing, but the form of address wind blowing at the rate of twenty-fiv- e
Rosenthal FornitureCo.
varied. Sometimes they began "Sweetmiles an hour were the condiheart," or "My Own," and once it was tions In this part of Kansas this
Just "Dear One!"
morning. All trains are from one to
two hours late. Rock Island passenGREATER NEW MEXICO
ger train No. 28 had an unusual ex
Lampower gave vent to a groan that
near Belleville. The top of
perience
A STATEHOOD RESULT was mostly a growl. It made him sick a coach
waa blown off by the gale
to think of Louise losing her head
over some
chap with po- while the train was running at full
(Continued from Page Four)
etic tendencies. He knew the fellow speed. The passengers were panic
who could write such rubbish must stricken but no one was
mill
tween $40,001) and $00,000 from a
injured.
be the sort that a normal man would
the
with
tax levy
actively
like to kick. And Louise had liked
Cold in Mountain States
county authorities.' Over 1,000 miles that sort of thing! That was evident
of road were examined, 500 miles ad- from the pile of letters, which, by the
Denver, Jan. 2. Colorado and the
ditional platted and construction com- way, were denuded of their envelopes. Mountain states in general. Including
For a pile of fold- New Mexico, last night and today expleted or is now in progress on su- Clever of her!
ed sheets of paper would not look sus- perienced the coldest weather of the
to
Silver.
the
from
roads
City
perb
picious.
Then, naturally, she did Hot winter. It was seventeen below at
Mogollon mining district, from Santa
expect Lampower to prowl through Denver this
to
Fe to Las Vegas, from Santa Fe
morning. Heavy snow
her desk.
falls are reported the la3t two days
Albuquerque and from Santa Fe to
They were rhapsodic bursts, almost
the upper Pecos, from Alamogordo to Impersonal in their ravings. Only oc- in the mountain districts and ra'l-roatraffic Is considerably affected.
Tularosa, from Carrizozo to Roswell, casionally was the beauty of Louise's
from Carlsbad to the Texas line, from eyes or hair mentioned. Mostly the Cattle are reported suffering on the
letters were dizzy soarings in a sea ranges. It was fourteen degrees be
Jas Cruces to the Texas line, from of
flubdub that made a man feel as low zero at Colorado
Raton to Taos. Sight has not been
Springs this
too many
he had been
though
while at Lake Moraine, on
lost of El Camino Real from the Colo- marshmallows and hadeating
morning,
powdered sugbelow was
rado to the Texas boundary and fol ar scattered over his face clear up to Pikes Peak, twenty-eigh- t
lowing the old Santa Fe trail from the his ears. And these unspeakably nau- registered at 6 o'clock.
Colorado line to Santa Fe.
seating effusions had been scut to
WISCONSIN'S NEW GOVERNOR
The territory maintains 20 institu his Louise?
was
the
hardest
What
got
Lampower
Madison, Wis., Jan. 2. Frances E.
most
and
them
of
educational,
tions,
that she cared for such McGovern, of Milwaukee, was sworn
these all had the most prosperous the discovery
stuft. He had always been proud o:
year in their history. Several dedt her common sense. When he had in as governor of Wisconsin at noon
cated splendid new buildings, but written to her before they were mar today.
three lost by fire large structures. ried he had always been careful to
Dan Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Particularly gratifying was the large prune his effusions and to be chary o!
number of modern school houses unloading too much adoration on pa- Harry W; Kelly returned today to
erected not only in towns but in rural per for fear of her disliking it. And Trinidad, after attending the banquet
now she was cherishing these!
at the Castaneda Saturday evening
districts during the past year and the
That was the most of his dismay. and spending New Year's day visife
attendance of eleven hundred public
Lampower had a fair amount of conschool teach rs at the summer nor- ceit, so not for a minute did he worry ing his parents.
mal institutes.
about Louise's being in love with the
Financially the territory begins the Jellyfish who had written these letters.-Ocourse, It hurt him to find that
new year with a balance exceeding
Moqui and Navajo Pottery
and more he did not fill her life as completely as
$600,000 in its treasury,
she
had
and
had
he
forgotten
thought,
x
than $1,100,000 in the twenty-siher
sufficiently to be fascinThe territorial ated dignity
county treasuries.
by these maunderings of an imbonded indebtedness has been reduced becile.
SPECIAL
OF
to less than a million dollars, while
His illusions went crashing all about
the county, municipal and school in- his ears as he sat mechanically piling
debtedness is about three million dol- the letters up and then spreading them
lars. The total wealth of the terri out at random. Each time his eye.;
a phrase or sentence he almost
tory is estimated at more than two caught
And yet, as he told himself,
snorted.
1910
hundred million dollars. During
one does not snort with a broken
more than two hundred and fifty com- heart, and assuredly his heart was
panies filed incorporation papers, with not broken!
a capitaliztaion of $142,000,000. Nine
needles of
$1.25 Moqui Bowls Hand PaintThen, Just as white-ho- t
insurance companies were admitted anguish began to sear him and the
75c
ed ..'..'
to do business.
blood began to rush to his face, he
Hand
$1.25
Canteens,
Moqui
banks heard Louise come in. He got to his
The territory has eighty-on- e
75c
Painted
with a total capitalization of $3,302,650 feet with the letters in his hand and
75c
Curios
Souvenir
Moqui
looked
That
she
her.
and resources almost $30,000,000. The stood before
$1.00 Moqui
carefree and pink and
Canteens, Hand
particularly
territorial tax levy was reduced in blooming was an added Insult
50c
Painted
1910 from fourteen and one-hal- f
mills
$1.00 Moqui Bowls Hand Palnt- to eleven mills, and will be still fur5
600
ed
ther reduced this year, owing to the
Lampower simply held the letters
$1.00 Moqui and Apache Curios 50c
economies under the republican ad- out to her. "What are these?" he InThe above Items are In limited
ministration. The election for con- quired In a repressed voice. It waa
quantities only, make your selectstitutional delegates on September 6 quite like a scene from a play and
ions
early.
last, reaffirmed the allegiance of the be felt It
as
he
had
behaved
Louise
expected
commonwealth to republican party
she would when confronted by exposprinciples by a majority of from 5,000 ure. She made a dash toward the letvotes upward in a total of 60,000 ters.
SPECIAL TIN WARE SALE
votes.
"Oh!" she cried. In a tremulous
With the coming of statehood, New voice. "I woldn't have you see those
10c value Tin Wash Pans
5c
Mexico expects not only an Increased for the world!
They you see-th- at
15c value Baking Pans
5c
for
of
the
to
Engstudy
Influx of homeseekera but the invest- class I belong
10c and 15c value Milk Pans.. 5c
ment of outside capital in the devel- lish makes us compose things, and
5c
10c
Tin Quart Measures
to
a
of
write
had
series
Mrs.
Sponson
opment of Its manifold resources and
10c Tin Funnels....
in the, romantic style and
5c
is confident that the census of 1920 love letters
then I had to compose the . answers!
25c value Men's All Silk
will give it as large a population a3
It's to make us fluent, you know! And
10c
hand Ties
its neighboring state of Colorado has you'd simply roar.lf you read em, be12 Post Cards, local views.... 10c
this day. Paul A. F. Walter..
cause they're awful stuff, Jim!" as
25c 4 and 6 quart Milk Pans.. 10c
with a woman's clairvoyance she guessOne thousand other 5c and 10c
ed a little of what had happened, "did
For the first time in many years,
And you
i
Bargains at the
you have you read them?
perhaps In the entire history of Las thought oh, my goodness, you never
.Vegas, not a single culprit charged thought that they were real"
With the' misdemeanor, of drunkenLampower looked at his wife, who
ness was brought before the police had sunk into a chair, choking with
He felt himself shrinking.
Store
5, 10
Judge on the morning following New giggles.
not! he said, hastily. "I
"Certainly
Year's. Police Judge Mutrajf. Aayi thai
never thought any such thing!"
OPPOSITE THE
fi
holiday was observed here in the most .'And'Mw. LampowenrtlSklaa
CO. OFFICE
'
fashion.
orderly
enough to let it go at that
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

A HINT
Be conservative in your spending learn to save.
The road to independence and business success
starts from the day you lopen a Bank Account.

0

0

This, bank deserves

the interests of its depositors
always
with fidelity and despatch. Start with as little as
l.uu,but start today.

0
0
0
0
0

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

1

Your Deposit
It has
served
00
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GROSS, KELLY and CO.
( Incorporated )

WHOLESALE MER3HAtiT&
-- mndDomlormln

WOOL, HIDES

1

BAIN WAGONS, lire Best Farm Wagons
RACINE -- SATI LEY CO., VehMos
NAVAJO BLANKETS

PM0E13TS
QBEP
and Paint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

,

WELL5-FARQ-

.'

Write for Catalogue and
Prices.

Primroses

.

POTTERY

mads

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

d

SALE

and PELTS

HOUSES at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. M ,
Trinidad, Colorado.

long-haire- d

and 25c

DRIJOOISTSEVERYWKERE

at t& Opera Bar Served.

I

it'.!

OF WINTER

A.

JAIXllvJxgirJ

Those pretty little Lavender and
Pink ones that bloom so well

EZCr T7a
.UdCll
JUC

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462
.

Retail

Prices:

-

lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100
to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per

2,000

lbs.

1,000 IDs.,

110

Less than

50 lbs.,

each delivery, 50c per

100

lbs.
Ibt.

100 lbs.
100

lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
wvutia, iiuu iww auu

auonu aua, m

11113

UCWSpapeii Want f i

(and are anxidus to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
a

As the classifiedjads. arejread by all possible buyers, of all
tvwsihle sorts of thincs. thev havftlohmA tn ViA tliolK,.4l. .c it.
best markets!
o--;
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It was culled "The Microbe's Sere
nade" and ran thus:
A lovelorn microbe met by chance.
At,a swagger bacterial dance
A proud baclllian belle and sbe
Waa first of the animalculae,
Of organisms saccharine
She was the protoplasmic queen
The microscopical pride and pet
Of the biological smartest set
And so this infinitesimal swain
Evolved this pleading, low refrain:
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Are we really IN the game?
It la almighty important the position OUR TO Win takes in this
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or tneir nest cat- looked after. Long fed cattle carrying
Thn National Western Stock Show to twenty carioaas
to enter in the more tallow than lean meat have been
loads
few
a
out
COST ANYTHING
which is held every January in Denve., tle, pick hold the rest for sale after found unpopular and unprofitable in
holds the record of the world lor me show and are awarded. As a rule, the the west and the fat cattle exhibition
CURES
the ribbons
in the car lot end, is limited to the
greatest exhibition of feeder" cattle,
who buys the prize winning cat
both as to quality and quantity. The man
short fed commercial cattle, which are
two
from
wants
anywhere
ingredients Denver show pays particular attention tle usually
ThP active medicinal
WANTED
Experienced woman as
the kind the packers want ana wnicn
kind
same
of
the
trainload
are odor- to the commercial end 01 tne caiuo loads to a
make money for all who handle them.
cook, also girl for second work. Ap of Rexall Orderlies, which
tne siock of cattle, and he finds them waiting The western men are being encour1R All
while
rtlrlPHft.
nnrl
i
and
showing
business
.
Ilfeld
C.
'
.
.
1083, Lttste?o
i
ply to Mrs. Arthur
1,11 for his bid. Last January there were
to feed for beef instead of tallow
Combined nen
entirely new discovery.
over fifty eastern cattle feeders at the aged
overfat animals are conspicuthe
and
choice
some
to
WANTED
pick up
with the Denver show
Pupils for china painting with other extremely
carbe
accomplished
Denver
ous
in
by their absence.
i
.
T
i
rI.a feeders and it has been found that
fi,ma. -a rnrreCt DOwei
Mrs. M. A. Brennan, 927 Fourth St Biouicura. ifu iw.
lucid
Q(j b00cl- - xasi janum
The sixth annual show opens in
for
makers,
are
and
money
cattle
invlgorator
of feeder cattle exhibited these
regulator, intestinal
so Denver. January 16th, for a week, and
.
i nmtintH
. carloa(is
11
HTP
AiuAiiKaa
i i.
they have the quality and health
uvm oVi
texa,n viucno
o"1"
ancl tnese were lancu ;nm
it will be the big live stock event of
strengtnener.
over 10.000 cattle. The essential.
oii onfl ata notable for hnt
the
year as far as the west is con
, ca
Even in the fat cattle division of the
wester
the
followed
and
by
cerned.
to
the
plan
palate
Jto show the commercial end is carefully
their agreeableness
driving CCULltSUCOO c o,.Hn
FOR SALE Gentle family
"
Thev do
- not uw
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Ro- cause griping or any disagreeable ef
Precinct 43, Los Fuertes, house of
Precinct 27, San Pablo, house of
ELECTION NOTICfc
or 1055 feet or Inconvenience.
EPn.thal FnrnlDura Co..
Serapio Baros.
,
Notice is hereby given by tne un Jesus Sanchez.
Sixth street
Precinct 44, Ojltos Frios, house of
Tinlike other preparations for a
of
Si
house
Precinct 28, Chavez,
Board oJ County CommisOrtiz.
lika mirDose, they do not create a dersigned the"
Miguel
Garcia
y
mon
Montoya.
County o San Miguel,
sioners of
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all
Precinct 45, El Aguila, house 6f Fl
Las
City
habit, but instead they overcome the
East
D.
29,
Vegas,
Precinct
A.
of
January.
9th day
Goriptlons. Notary seals and reo cause of habit acquired through the that on the
dencio Lucero.
1911.
There will be held in eacn Hall.
ord3 at The Optic office.
Precinct 46, Emplazado, house of
use or ordinary innuvo..
Precinct 30, Canon de Manuelitas,
gan Mi.
Romero.
Roman
and harsh physic, and permanently
of New Mex- house of Juan Jaramlllo.
'"
U
....ll.ntlAM t9 7
Precinct 47, Hot Springs, house of
remove tne cause oi wum..
Precinct 31, Puertecito, house of
tn a Tat,r of the
Lorenzo Lear.
:
urouur uw
d a ConstaUle m the respect Albino Sandoval.
of
Precinct 48, Trementina, house of
reruna
house
we
muixcj
your
El
will
Pueblo,
32,
Precinct
housekeeping
FOR RENT Light
ive precincts, and that the place
as
not
do
do
Gonzales.
Hilario
if
ne nem iu Candelario Ulibarri.
and bath. out argument' mtheyrrmn
rnnma. Electric light
2Sa where said election is to
tp
49, Agua Zarca, house of
of
Precinct
house
we
Loa
33,
say
Vlgiles,
t
Precinct
iuey
aiA flnnntv o San
Inquire 717 Fifth street, or Phone
i.
Mares.
Antonio
and luc. soia omy
:
v
Jose Agapito Martinez.
.ftrtv 0D00.
-Vegas 159.
n
it vj i . Th v v. a. Murohey miguei, is
Precinct 50, Casa Grande, house of
rv.Kxn.Li
Precinct 34, San Isidro, house Dt
ea
of
name
and
site the number
Matlas
Aragon.
Co.
Benavidez.
for
Drug
Fermin
rooms
hold
FOR RENT Furnished
respective precinct and place to
Precinct 51, San Ignaclo, house of
of
house
Lae
Gallinas,
35,
iPrecinct
Twelfth
614
lleht housekeeping.
election.
Cruz Roibal.
Aranda.
street.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Precinct 1. San Miguel, house of Claudio
Precinct 52, Colonias Arriba, house
36, Penasco Blanco, house
Precinct
Atanacio Ulibarri.
(Not Coal Land)
Pablo Barela.
of
Sanchez.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta, house qt of Ezequiel
FOR RENT Well furnished house,
U. S
Precinct
53, Encinosa, house of Do
Interior.
of
house
the
of
El
37,
Cerrlto,
Precinct
Department
Madrid.
,
512 Main avenue. Inquire New Op
Ramon
N
Medina.
lores
Land Office at Santa Fe,
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South, house Epitaclo Qulntana.
tic hotel.
Precinct 54, Mishawaba, house of
Precinct 38, Los Torres, house of
D. H. Newcomer.
mn
g
is
S. Montano, jr.
Notice
Luis
herehy
Fl
of
dad TUCTJT Furnished rooms. Mrs w. linmes. ul
Precinct 55, Cherryvale, house of
....
Precinct 39, Tecolotito, house of
,i remt.ino TrujlllO.
'
uuciijtu,
.
x.- -j
Del Chambers. 710 Grand Avenue on
C.
F. Jester.
maae
1909,
5.
Salas.
K
T
May
North, house Eclpio
&
u
- cm i- -i Rprtlnn
COMMISSION
t
aiaaac
40, Bernal. house of Cecl-li- BOARD OF COUNTY
Precinct
. L
oi v. x of Pablo Ortiz
COUNTY
OF SAN
THE
OF
ERS
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front 9.
xo
Jaramlllo.
Townsnip
LM Vega9 Central,
xvnm rnnim. furnace heat Rea- - M. P.
MIGUEL,
BWXXM
Precinct 41, Canon Largo, house of
Meridian, nas iiieu uuuw v honsA of Cleofes AmlJo,
x.,
- "
u aBy Roman Gallegos, Chairman.
sonable, 1038, Fifth street
intenuon to make
of Antonio Coca.
San Antonto
LORENZO DELGADO,
Attestof
house
10
Precinct 42, Romeroville,
esutuixou
irTOOI,
Martinez
....
Bernardo
xi
t.
Clerk.
with
r,i,x
(Seal)
Ortiz.
acnoea
Ortiz
Gumecindo
10- - RENT Seven room house
y
,bove
8, Las Vega Upper, house
Precinct
and
bath,
inquire
.metric lights
"
u7
Las Vegas. N. M.. on tne
923 Gallinas.
0o, x
-, honRa of Pedro
1
rrBuuiv
nt
i
OI January,
room house. Apply
FOR RENT-Fi- ve
Precinct 10. Ch.perito. house of
M..
920 Gallinas.
.
Arellanes
rmiorencio
Bartholomew B. scnweiger, 4
nii " Oeronlmo. house
.t
nniu.m Smith of ICast
furnished
room
Two
RENT
FOR
of Nicola. Esquihel
Las Vegas, n" M., John M. Stubley.
Precinct 12, Rowe, house of Pablo
bouse, 921 Lincoln.
'HIS VICINITY. has a climate of unsurpassed healthful- M.
N.
Las
Vegas,
of East
A.
Sena.
ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
13, Rociada, house of Juan
Precinct
of
in the year.
sunshine
days
18
Dec 13 Jan
Jose Maestas, sr.
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by moun.
Precinct 14, Sapello, house of uie-tain streams or from wells of np great depth.
NaLOST Blue wolf fur, between
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Montoya.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, avergario
theater,
tional avenue and Crystal
nouse
Manuelitas,
Las
15,
Prec'nct
Coal
Land)
(Not
age, occurring principally In July and August.
oa Seventh street Return to Optic
- rta TntoHnr. tt s of Romualdo Perea,
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generaland receive reward.
.
xt
tw Precinct it, umuu
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Land u nce ac
gan patrlclo house ot
precInct
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
.
LA
10iVi
flrmcerocion
i
CARD
Aicoria,
wnere conditions are equally good.
LOCAL TIME
xxc,
is
.17, V ,. uw...'.-"-- , n." M , who.- on Precinct 18, San Lorenzo, house of
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
'
. ... .
.nnn mane unmmi,oH Donaciano Lopez
forage.
Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
uctODer io xu,
uuiu..v.. Precinct 19. McKlnley, house 'f
BOUND
, WEST
suctm
x.
mwini. fnr Lota 1
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be
Arrive
o i
. 2 ana
Lucero
A
cultivation.
m
i
j
under
area
a
cessful
being
ocuuuu u,
here,
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run to weeds.

his town to run

to
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weeds

vveenpnua

Weeds and crops do not come on well together.
town development do not know eacn other.
Let's cut down the weeds.

would

a little.
Find out WHY we are on tne m&p; why you and 1 and our
neighbors settled in this spot instead of some other. In making inquiry we probably will discover wny OTHER persons, other UUSI-NES- S
MEN would like to live and oo business in our town.
We
will not discourage our ADVANTAGES.
After WE know our town, let s tell others; let's pass the intor-..........
x
unnrTum.

.!.-- .

Let's WORK for our town.
Our PRIVATE business is import ant.. And
etl, but our business interests are inseparably

veuare

or

tne

TO

lief nnt ha

associated

town.
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with the

If the TOWN prospers, WE win nave a better CHANCE" to
prosper.
If we are MAKING GOOD NUW. what, could we do In FAtc
MORE FAVORABLE
circumstances?
'

What are YOU and I willing to ac to make OUR TOWN more
PROMINENT on the map?
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KEGULAR DINNERS
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A lazy townsman allow
ALLY and FIGURATIVELY.

Let us STUDY our town

DENVKlUAN

WESTERN STOCK, SHOW.
fSNAPSHOTS AT THE NATIONAL
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rot be there.
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Let's CULTIVATE our ground.
There is a REASON for our town reing on the may, else It

Help Wanted, Etc.
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better than her

No town ever WENT AHEAD without men to HUSH nor ahead.
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to America?

INDUSTRIALLY,

What s the SCORE?

His epithelium beamed with love; .
He swore by molecules above
Optic's Number, Main 2.
She'd be his own gregarious mate
Or else he wou'd disintegrate.
ATES F6R CLASSIFIED ADVERThis amorous mite of a parasite
TISEMENTS
Pursued the germ both day and night
Five cent per line each insertion
And 'neath her window often piayea
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Darwin-Huxleserenade:
This
No ad to. occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charsed will
most primordial type of spore,
be booked at space actually set, with Oh,
met your like before;
never
I
eut regard to number of words. Cash
a microbe has no heart,
And
though
2.
in advance preferred. Phone Main
sweet
germ, I'll never part.
From you
We'll sit beneath soma fungus growth
Till dissolution claims us both.

a

CARES other

Anything?
What is its RANK in the American town development game?

What futile scientific term
Can well describe your many charms?
Come to these embryonic arms
Then hie away to my cellular home
and be my little diatome.

AGENTS, sell genuine guaranteed
hose 70 per cent profit. Make ?10
daily. Live agents and beginners
Investigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029,
West Philadelphia.

tnt map?

than our i:ime folks?

What does OUR TOWN mean,

Oh, lovely metamorphic germ.

WANTED Position by competent all
around baker. Address R., Optic

OUR TOWN on tne map?

Where Is
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & A. M. F. O. E. Meets first and third
Tuesday
Regular communl- ceilings eacn montn, at Fraternal
brotherhood haJl. Visiting Brothers
A
cation first and
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre.
third Thursday in
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
each month. Visit-

ing brothers cor FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
dially invited. George H. Kinkel, W.
102 Meets every
Friday night at
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR- -'
o'clock. Visiting members are
welcome. W. c. Dennis, pressecond
V Regular conclT
Tues'i in each month at ides; Frank Revell, Secretary.
Masonic Tiuiple at 7:36 p. m. C. D.
S. C; Charles Tamme, KNIGhiTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Bonoher,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Kecdrder.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.S, ROYAL
building. VlBltlag members are corARCH MASON8 Regular convoca
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.;
tion first Monday In each
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
month at Masonls Temple,
at v:3U p m. M. R. Wil I. O. O. F LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
t, )
liams, H. P.; Chas. H.
Meets every Monday evening at
Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting Brethren cordially invited to atDORADO . LODGE
EL
NO.
1,
tend,
Sig Nahm, N. GM; Carl Wart
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS
Meets
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
every
Monday
Secretary;!
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
evening in CasH4f
cock, cemetery trustee.
tle Hall. Visiting
Knights are corDENTISTS.
dially Invited.
Geo. A. Fleming,
F. R. LORD
Keeper of RecDENTIST
ords and Seal.
Office Pioneer Building
Room 3 and 4
Office Phone Main 67
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Residence Phone 418
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wedieadaya of each
DR. E.
HAMMOND
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTI8T
hall. A. E. flay ward, F. M.; W. A. Suite 4, Crockett
Has
Building.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memphones at office and residence.
bers cordially Invited.
cor-diall- y

!.

ATTORNEYS
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester
Hunker
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
HUNKER A HUNKER
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Attorneys at Law
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- Lai
'
Vegas,
New Mexico
don, Secretary.

. E.

I.

ROSENWALD

0.

B. B.

LODGE NO. 545.
ATTENTION

Meets every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at S
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel.
Chas. Greenclay, Sec
President;
retary.
RtD MEN Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood hall every second and fourth
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua
Visiting brothers always welcome
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrinr
sachem; Walte H. Davis, chief of
records and collector of wampum

STOCK
OWNERS I
am fully prepared to prevent in
your
stock, ail contagious blood or germicidal diseases; such as,
distemper
In horses, black leg in
cattle, fllaria
(bronchitis) in eheep, hog cholera
In pigs, and a number of others.
Will also cure any of the above diseases while others pronounce them
incurable. Will go to any
part of
the territory when called by responsible parties. Write for terms and
fees. Address, Dr. G. s.
Montoya,
1206 National
avenue, E. Las Vegas,
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.

His First
Case

out for the trial, a well as nil the
idlers ot the village. His honor was
on his dignity.
The defendant had
retained a lawyer. There was to be
mighty legal battle.
"We ought to apply for three or
four warrants," said the watchdog, as
Paul arrived. "The same person was
out fishing again this morning, and
when I yelled at her she run her
tongue out at me!"
Paul did not catch the "her" and
she." it was the
ruf
fian he was thinking of. Under summons, and yet fishing for more carp!
There must be no letup until the
doors of the county Jail cloBed behind
him. It was for Paul to state his case
to court and spuctators. He had a
feeling of trepidation as he arose, but
it passed as soon as he heard his own
voice. He didn't see the
ruffian among the crowd, but of
course he was there.
There were men, the lawyer told
the court, who respected the law, and
there were others who deemed themselves superior to it This was a case
where a man, coming from a city notorious for its graft and "pulls," was
deliberately and defiantly trampling
the law under foot He would bring
forward witnesses to prove that the
man had not only seen the signs of
"No trespass," but had deliberately
"
and defiantly
Here there was some tittering and
giggling in the room, and his honor
rapped for order.
who
"Yes, this man this ruffian,
had been accustomed to trample on
"
the law
More giggling and applause.
"You should keep to the case," kindly advised the court.
"Thanks. There were the signs o
"
'no trespass,' and yet this man
"What man!" asked the opposing
while
counsel,
spectators
many
laughed.
"The guilty party, sir," replied Paul
with all proper austerity.
"But let me explain that there is
no man under summons," said his
honor. "Can you be thinkin" of another case?"
There was more laughter, and poor
Paul realized that something had happened to the machinery to stop the

By Donald Allen
(Copyright.

1910.

Literary

Mr. Paul Franklin

has
his
examination and become a passed
member or
that he lntended to
out Vllt N,0t and become a practicing
lawyer, but more to oblige the good
old aunt who had brought him
up and
Bent him through
college and had oft
en said:
"You will have the estate to man-ag- e
during my Hfe, and when I am
gone you will have to manage It for
yourself. One should be a lawyer to
do these things."
Within a week after Paul had been
granted a legal right to add "Attorney at Law" after his name, the old
lawyer of the estate, in turning the
papers over to the young man, said:
"There Is one matter I wish to call
your particular attention to.
The
estate owns Lake Placid. I stocked
It with choice fish Beveral years ago
and put up many signs of "No TresThose signs have been genpass."
erally respected, but last summer one
particular person, having a camp a
short distance away, persisted in fishing in spite of all protests. I have
Just received word that the same person is back there for the summer and
is fishing again. Our man there
thinks an example ought to be made.
He says that when he made protest
this person told him to go to
grass."
"A very nervy person," remarked
the young lawyer.
I think you should
"Truly so.
write to the agent there to take out
a warrant, make an arrest and bring
the case to trial. You can go up
there and appear for yourself and
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Health
and Hymen
By Stacy E. Baker
(Copyright,

1910,

THE DAILY' OPTIC

hy Ansoclated Literary
Press.)

As Damon approached, suitcase In
hand, the driver of the great car
chugging restlessly
by the curb
bounced eagerly down from his seat
and relieved the youth of his luggage.
"For a small town, this BUssvllle

mmamm

A IJ 1"")

has them all beat" ruminated the

McC LURE'S

guests."
In all truth, the chauffeur was establishing a speed record. Houses
flashed dizzily by, and the main stem
of the little burg unfolded as a dirty
gray ribbon to the unsophisticated
roadster who was even then making
his Initial visit to the trade.
'"Speed on, McDuff,'" misquoted
the commercial man, and leaned happily back to dream his omnipresent
dreams.
On and on went the car at an
Damon's eyes
pace,
opened to contemplate a picturesque
Four stories
building Just ahead.
high, It flared to the very sky several gaudy gables which a
owner had caused to be smeared
with all the colors of the rainbow.
"Gee!" murmured the astonished
youth as the car slowed suddenly
down to turn in at a
roadway leading to the spacious
porch that connected with the institution, "mine host must suffer from
an acute attack of coloritls. This Is

MAGAZINE

young cigar salesman, leaning back
on the rear cushions. "BUssvllle for
mine, hereafter, at every opportunity.
Must be a peacherlno of a hotel when
It sends an automobile after its

mmmmMmmmmmmmmmm
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boat
"It's a woman!" whispered a man

behind him.
"It's a girl," whispered another.
"It's that staving-looklngirl in
front of you," whispered a third.
"Your honor, I was led to believe
that a ruffian had been trampling on
the law," said Paul, as he looked
around in a helpless way.
"No. The summons was for Miss
Katherine Lacy, and she's here In
court I haven't heard anything of a
g

3

ruffian."

" persisted Paul, as
"But but
he saw the defendant at last and noted the fact that she was one of the
best looking girls he had even seen.
"My client pleads not guilty," said
the opposing counsel. "She will ad
mit being on the lake In a boat at various times, and of fishing for fish, but
she denies catching any. She also
"If I Had Known"
denies that she is a ruffian. If my
make it your first case. The Justice learned brother on the , other side
"
Is bound to find a verdict for you and wishes to go ahead with the case
"But how can I?" asked Paul in a
impose a smart fine, and that will deter other campers from trespassing." helpless way. "I prepared to prose"I don't want to get the reputation cute a
ruffian who was
of being arbitrary and mean," said trampling the law under foot but here
I find
Paul.
"A young lady who hasn't been
"But people must respect the law,"
put in the aunt as she came into the trampjing," finished his honor. "I
"If the laws can't be think it would be well for the comdiscussion.
enforced what will become of us? plainant and defendant to walk over
People have no more right to catch to that window together and see If
my fish than to catch my chickens, some amicable understanding cannot
It Is my desire, Paul, that you take be arrived at."
Miss Lacy rose up with mischief in
up this case. Those people who come
out from the city to camp for the her eyes and walked, and the blushsummer are a very reckless lot. They ing young attorney could do no less
don't pay the slightest attention to than follow her. There wasn't much
What they need is a good conversation after reaching the
signs.
He said:
scare.
"My dear Miss Lacy I beg your parLake Placid was three miles from
the manor house, on another piece of don a thousand times over."
"Don't mention it."
land. It was a favorite place for sum
"
"If I had known
mer camping, and there were no re
"But you didn't."
strictions except as to the fishing.
"But you may catch every fish in
It had been stocked with carp as a
fad of the aunt- - Word was dls the lake."
"Thanks."
patched to the man vho acted as
All that was left was to withdraw
or
two
three
In
and
days
watchdog,
subsequently he reported that a sum- the case and take the raillery in good
mons had been Issued for the guilty part Of course, the young limb of
and defiant party, and he named the the law found his way over to the
date when the trial was to come off camp, and of course he was hospitabefore the Justice of the peace in the bly received and before the camping
season was over well, the "ruffian"
village.
Mr. Attorney Franklin drew a men- and the lawyer were engaged to be
tal picture of a bearded ruffian with married.
a political pull who was setting counSeen and Heard on Long Island.
try law at defiance and denuding
A teacher tells me that at a BrookLake Placid of its carp in spite of all
signs and protests, and he at once lyn school, not long since, the class in
looked up the law c trespass and geography was asked; "What are
made himself familiar with It When some of the natural peculiarites of
he had learned all about it, he in- Long island?" The pupils tried to
think, and after a while a boy raised
vented a plea to the Jury.
Of course, the defendant would call his hand. "I know," said he. "Well,
for one. He went out to the orchard what are they?" asked the teacher.
and repeated his plea over and over "Why," said the boy, with a triumlook, "on the south side you
again. It was strong. It was logical. phant
It wound up by can see the sea, and on the north side
It was convincing.
beetle-browe- d
and
you hear the sound." Spare Moments.
saying that if
ruffians could steal an old
conseThe Place for Them.
lady's carp and not suffer the
"He looked all around the brllliiant-lquences, they could also break their
and
way Into her house at midnight
lighted hall, where music was
cut her throat and still go free.
sounding and men and women were
The Jury must not look at the value gayly tripping In the dance.
"I see nothing but false faces about
of the carp, but at the principle of
the thing, and he would leave the me In this apparent scene of gaiety,"
case in their hands, feeling that Jus- he said.
"Well, what other kind do you want
tice would prevail in the land. The
aunt heard the plea when It had been at a masquerade?" asked his friend.
trimmed down . and got into shape,
and she fervently exclaimed:
Against the Rules.
"Paul that will be one of the great"lit lived next door to a man for 10
The Jury
decade!
the
of
est Pleas
without years without even learning his neigh
must convict the ruffian
a bor's name."
must
:
You
leaving the bo
"Can you Imagine anybody being so
read.
to
children
your
for
over to the unsociable!
drove
Franklin
Mr Paul
"Oh. yes. You see, the warden
.iToa at the hour named in the wouldn't let them talk."
turned
had
pCers AH the campers
black-bearde-

d

win-dow-
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d
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"I Hope It Will Be Your Last."

Do Not Hiss This Opportunity

the happiest looking plant I have ever
stopped at." The machine came to
a slow stop, and the active driver
jumped hastily down and opened the
door for Damon to alight.
A fussy little person came forward
and grasped the youth's suitcase.
fou are here, I see," he bellowed in
a voice that told of no lack of lung
power..
"Just so," acknowledged Damon.
He eyed the man curiously. "I suppose you are the proprietor. This Is
my first trip through this section."
The squat, monkeylike
person
stared. "I hope it will be your Jast,"
he rumbled. "No, I'm not the boss,
but I take his place when he's gone.
I'm the general athletic instructor.
Mulqueen is my name." He seized
the soft hand of the labor ignorant
drummer and squeezed it to a beating

BUT"
2!

i

Order Now

pulp.

Arthur Damon had come experience
with hotels, big and little. In fact,
the youth's income had allowed him
to see something of life on a most
expensive plane, and this move In
the capacity of a cigar salesman had
nothing to do with needing the
There were other reasons.
money.
But in all Damon's experience an athletic instructor for the guests of a
hotel was unheard of. "You are a
what?" he gasped.
"An athletic instructor," roared the
strenuous voiced one. "I give ('em
their bumbs, I do." He summed up
the broad frame and the erect shoulders-back
attitude of the youth before him. "You look as if you could
"I have
go some," he volunteered.
for 2 o'clock."
set your try-ou- t
"Me," gasped Damon. "Not me, my
friend. I have other business to attend to." They were now on the inoffice.
side of a large
"Where is your register?" demanded
the cigar salesman.
"You don't have to register," loudly
assurpfl the athletic instructor. "Everything is O. K. We bave had your
room reserved for you for three
days."
"Say!" preluded Damon, taking the
stocky one by the rm and leading
him toward a cushioned seat at some
little distance away. "You and I want
to get together. There's some mistake here. You evidently take me for
some one else. I am Arthur Damon,
a cigar salesman, and I'm In your
old burg on business and not to pull
off boxing bouts with er athletic
Instructors."
"You think you are," calmly came
from the other, "but as a matter of
fact, you are Andrew Dimellng, of
New York, suffering from a nervous
breakdown caused by too much burning of the candle at both ends, and
you are here, sen tie stranger, because
papa telegraphed for a suite for you.
explaining the many little mental
vagaries of his promising son as he
did so. Now. my boy. you Just leav
d

us. Don't worry. Physical
culture and a total abstinence from
grog will serve to put you properly
back on your feet again, and you will
thank the BUssvllle Physical Culture
sanitarium for your cure."
"BUssvllle Physical Culture sanitarium!" reiterated the youth. "Isn't
this a hotel?"
"This, my lad. Is a health resort.
We hand you an ample abundance of
the vital spark here at so much per
spark. Your board is paid in advance, youngster. Don't worry."
"Listen," came from Damon, 'who
was now beginning to understand the
situation. "Don't Interrupt Just pre
tend that you believe me, you know,
and I'll entertain you for. a few brief
moments.
"In the first place, I really am who
I say I am. I have no empty rooms
in my belfry, and I haven't the least
Idea what made your driver bring me
here unless it is that my initials,
A, D., N. Y. C, are on my suitcase.
Anyway, to get down to the subject,
I am here on more explicit business
than the mere selling of cigars. My
Is at the hotel
prospective
the real hotel In BUssvllle and I
am supposed to meet him and discuss
er certain things.
"Which you won't," bellowed tbe
other, and with a click of his stern
"I wouldn't dare let you go
Jaws.
while the boss is away, and. besides,
I don't believe you."
"It will be an easy matter for you
to establish my Identity, If your thick
head Is capable of assimilating reason," snarped Damon. "Just call up
the hotel and verify my statement"
"Why should your prospective
father-in-labe here?" asked Mulqueen suspiciously.
"He Is at the head of the cigar
combine," explained Damon, Impatiently. "I am to marry his daughter
If I can prove, by sticking out on the
road and selling cigars, that I have

it all to

"papa-ln-la-

enough ' business ability to support
her. I have a million, more or less,
that the pater left me, but Mr. Coxton
He telewants mo to prove up.
graphed me this morning that he
would meet me In BUssvllle today?"
"You don't mean John Coxton?"
asked the athletic Instructor.
"Yes."
"Yes."
"WeU, my boy, either you are one
I have
of the most Imaginative 1
seen for some time, or else you are
telling the brand of truth that Is
stranger than fiction. Anyway, John
Coxton owns and controls this Institution, and If he la In BUssvllle, as
you say, he will be out here, and you
will have a chance to see him and
prove your story."
"Ill prove It all right," Damon asserted grimly.
And this was easily done, for to
the dying whirr of a suddenly-stoppe- d
motor Coxton entered the
-

you can go home and prepare fur an

early autumn wedding."
"Sorry we can't have that go," ventured Mulqueen as some time later
the youth was leaving the institution.
"I'm not," grinned Dam,on, surveying critically the husky frame of the
man. "I'm In training for a bout
with Hymen, and I don't care to take
on anyone before the great event."
.

Nasal Catarrli

quickly yields to treat-meby the ngreeuble, aromatic Ely's
Cream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and cleanses and heals the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Druggists sell the 50c. size. Test it and you
are sure to continue the treatment till relieved.
nt

Announcement.

To accoruinodute those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal trouble!, the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
Makes Them Run.
liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Stubb There goes a man who has Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
more women running after him than spraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or by
mail. The liquid form embodies the medany man In town.
Penn You don't say! Regular Beau icinal properties of the solid preparation.
Brummel, eh?
Stubb No, motorman on a street
Foley's Kidney Remedy An Appre-

car. He never slows up until he is a
block away from the place a woman
signals.

Echoes From the Fair.
Farmer Crowfoot By gum, Zeke
says he seen an Incubator at the counoffice.
ty fair that could "cluck" like a hen.
"Mr. Coxton!" Damon arose eagerFarmer Hardapple That's nothing.
ly and strode toward the man. The I saw one that could chase a hawk
one, with the and bring the chickens out of that
stout, middle-age- d
hair, pond when they followed the duckflorid cheeks and iron-graturned in surprise.
lings.
"You Damon!" he ejaculated.
"Just so," ventured the youth, exLike a Funeral.
tending his hand. "Kindly assure
a girl celebrates her thir"When
as
to
your er athletic instructor
"
tieth birthday
my sanity I was kidnaped by the
does."
never
"She
driver of this sanitarium, and this
"Never does what?"
gentleman wants to keep me here."
"Celebrates her thirtieth blrthdayj
came
"This is Damon, Mulqueen,"
riort of conducts it"
she
from the cigar magnate, crisply, "and
he Is all right but I don't underContented.
stand this complication. Explain."
"Well, at last I think we've got Into
Damon speedily explained.
Coxton laughed at the completion of a neighborhood that we shall like."
"Is that so? Anything peculiar
the tale. "Well, anyway, you're here
"I about it?"
and unhurt," he ventured.
"Yes; nobody in it seems to be an
wanted to see you and tell you that
we are."
your sales up to date have proved richer than
that you can make good. No use In
covering these tank towns. I'll acThe peacemaker Is often a busycent your resignation. Jf you VQto. .and
body in disguise.
y

.

ciation

L.

McConnell ; Catherine, St.,
N. Y., writes: "I wish to

El-mi-

ex-

press my appreciation of the great
good I derived from Foley's Kidney
Remedy, which I used for a bad case
of kidney trouble. Five bottles did
the work most effectively and proved
to me beyond doubt it is the moat reliable kidney medicine I have ever
taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Wigg "Now that young Saphedde
has come into a fortune I suppose
he'll go in for all sorts oB extravagances." Wagg "Yes, Ihe has started already.

He was

married

tho

other day."
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
Colds

Take Foley's Honey and Tar. ft
gives quick reUef and expels the cold
from your system. It contains no
opiate, it is eafe and" sure. O. J.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Nell "Mrs. Talkalot is the busiest
woman I know." Belle "Yes, ahe is
too busy to attend to her own
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THE NEW BREAKFAST

CEREAL

Before

Chla Wiegand is ill

f

Better
Bigger, Brigbteiv
Than Ever

LOCAL NEWS
at his home

THE E. ROMERO HOSE & FIRE CO.

with a severe attack of grip.

'.

Dr. Prices
Allgrain Food

midwinter Carnival Ball

..Clean, hot towel each and every
shave at Sanitary barber shop. Nagle
ft Buhler.

supper.

Packages for 35c

2

It la rumored that divorce proceedings are likely soon to be Instituted in a prominent Las Vegas
family.

AT
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Timothy
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The Ladles Guild of St Paul's
Memorial Episcopal church, will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Harriet Van Petten, on
Seventh street.

Corn Corn Chops
and

PRE

"OUR

Several Distinct and New
Cake Walks,
minute.
Something doing every
Prize Waltz, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
300 extra chairs already arranged for.

Word comes from Corona, N.

mer resident of Las Vegas, ts soon
to wed a Los Angeles girl.
There will be a meeting af tha
Ladies' Relief Society of Laa Ve'jaa
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the hospital. Every member of the
board Is urged to be present.
The Ladles .!d Society will met
Thursday afternoon of this weA with
Mrs. Walter Hayward. The ann"al
election of ocers will take plac.9
of
and .therefore
the attend-incevery member is desired.

131.

Pirst Rational

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on time deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

rrn

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

A Bright and

d. iv. corwon
Phono Main 21

Happy New Year
to All

Foot of Main Si.

III 111

FRIENDS AND PATRONS

We rejoice with you in the good that has come to
during the past year, for a good old world to
live in, that we and you are living
and for the friends that you

I.

have made
Here is hoping that the coming year will be the most pros-onhpst of all the vears that have come and
increase
done, that your joys may multiply as your years
New
A
we
Year.
when
say
Happy
is our wish

H.

STEARNS
Grocer

rl

THE GRAAF

-

Of considerable

interest to the
fact that a

people generally is the

of $300 was recently
judgment
rendered against the Western Union
Telegraph company for damages sustained on account of the
of a telegraph message, notwlth
standing the fact that' tlia telegraph
blank contained the usual printed
"Tommy" Lamb, whose reputation agreement, that the company would
as an amateur kodaker is quite ex- fee1 liable only for amount received
tensive, secured an excellent sns p for sending the message. The case
shot photograph of the recent teach- had been bitterly fought and finally
ers' picnic in the Gallinas canyon. reached the United States supreme
The snap shop shows a large party court where the company was held
skating above Dam No. 4.
liable for damages to the extent mentioned above.
of
After more than two years
faithful
service, Mrs. Mary Chaj
You can state for the Laa Vegas
man has been obliged, because of ill Poultry and Pet Stock association,"
health, to resign' her position as li- said William Shillinglaw, secretary
brarian at the city library. The
of that organization, this morning,
board has appointed Miss Rethat there will be another chicken
becca Rowland to succeed her.
The first annual
show next year.
closed
which
Saturday night
show,
of the was a big success. Fine chickens were
A. 5X Hazlett, proprietor
Parisian Cleaning establishment, entered and the fowl fanciers showed
says he has "fired" the man he had much interest. Financially the show
employed to solicit business for his came out on top, although it did not
house. The man is said to have con- make any great amount of money.
ducted himself in a manner that mr.de We are encouraged to believe that
him objectionable to the paeons of the show next year will be a much
Mr. Hazlett
greater success in every particular."
Officers of the Las Vegas aerie of
Eagles will be installed at the reg
ular meeting of that organization tomorrow evening. Following the lodge
session a banquet will be served. It
Is expected that a large representa
tion i of the membership of the
Eagles will be present.

Wholesale
UjrQJJcUlJ anil Retell
... RATON ...
CERRILLOS

New Year's Eve was happily sent
Mr. and Mrs. A. O.
Wheeler, they having "invite the employes of the Las Vegas Steam Laundry of which Mr. Wheeler had been
owner for many years, to dine with
them. Mr. Wheeler retired from the
business Saturday and took this
means of taking his leave of the
men and women who have been In
hla employ. An elaborate dinner was
served in courses. Those present were
Messrs. A. B. Ament and G. M.
Gary, who today took over the management of the laundry; F. Harbison,
David Conway, G. Rothgeb, A- Bon-neMiss V. Morrison, Mrs. McAllister, Bessie Norman, Etta Jones and
Miss Reed.

non-delive-

,

The

SCREENED

and enjoyable event
was the thirtieth annual ball of the
East Las Vegas Volunteer fire department which was held on New Year's
eve in the Duncan opera house. Ah
The
immense crowd was present.
music was excellent and the firemen
in full dress uniforms, admirably entertained their guests. At midnight
as the whistles and guns were welcoming in the New Year, a delicious
luncheon was served from tables
firemen
placed on the stage. The
were greatly pleased with tLe large
attendance. They realized a good sized sum which will be used for the
support of the department. In addition to this the firemen furnished a
to
entertainment
dandy evening's
tlhelr friends.
A successful

,

Young man, the etiquette editor of
The Optic advises you to read yourself some of the items on the "joke
sheet" of a certain perfectly proper
magazine before you read them aloud
to the young lady on whom you are
calling.

ESTABLISHED. 1876

fT&

M

that Artiur Holzman, a well known
buBtness man of that city and a for-

Las Vegas Roller Mills

A

Merry-Wido-

at the home of

FLOUR"

Phone Main

the storeroom on Douglas avenue,
formerly occupied by the Five nnd
Ten Cent store.
Ice In the canyon is said to have
formed to the thickness of several
Inches and many skating parties will
be planned for the next few days.

White Cleaned Oats
Bran

A bowling alley is to be Installed
In

&

HAYjWARD
CO. STORE

This!Store Will be Closed
All Day Honday,
Jan. 2nd

Friday evening thirty of the mem
bers of the congregation of the First
Christian
church, surprised their
pastor, Rev. J. W. Rose, and Mrs.
Rose, by calling upon them unan
nounced. Each of the visitors brought
a pound of something good to eat.
The evening was spent In games and
conversation and there was much
jolHty. Rev. and Mrs. Rose came here
recently. During their short stay they
Uiave made many friends.
lives on a
C. W. Wesner, who
ranch above the United States forest service's experiment station, recently captured in a trap a large
mountain lion. He killed the aatmai.
Another trap that Mr. Wesner had
set was carried away by an animal
which he believes was a mountain
lion, from the tracks and the fur left
behind. The trap weighed
forty
pounds, but the captured animal carried it away apparently with Httle
effort.

'
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New Year

Good Health, Happiness, a Long
Life and Enough of the World's

Continued from Pago One;

Goods to Enjoy All, is the Wish of

throng made its way to the tables.
The banquet was served at small
tables about which congenial groups
were gathered. This arrangement
was a happy one. The tables were
decorated in streamers of smilax lead
ing from the center to each corner.
These were intertwined with carnaThe
tions of Dink, red and white.
dining room, as well as the halls and
lobby, was decorated with a profusion
of mistletoe. The faces of the clocks
were hidden by big bunches of this
holiday "kissing weed," that those
who had
conscientious
scruples
against so much merriment on Sunday
morning might not be led to worry
unduly about the time; o' night
During the banquet a number of
Father
toaas were given. Rev.
Naughton, toastmaster for the evening, was introduced by Dr. J D. Hess..
Father Naughton proposed a toast to
Governor Mills. The governor re
eponded, making a neat speech in
which he referred to Las Vegas as
home" and assured those present
of his great pleasure, in being again
with them. A clever speech was
made by District Attorney Ward, who
toasted "The Ladies." Dr. J. M.
Cunningham and- Frank Springer
made short addresses full of Interest.
They spoke of New Mexico's pros
pects for the future now that state
hood is at the threshold. Both were
roundly applauded.
F. H. Pierce, Secundino Romero and
others were listened to with pleeasure
by the banqueters. The young peo
ple, who had listened attentively to
the toasts but whose feet irresistibly
kept time to the music of the orches
tra in the hall during the serving of
the various courses, loudly applauded
J. D. Hand when he said it was time
"for the old folks to let the young
people have some fun."
In a marvelously short time the
dining room was cleared and the
dancing began. Excellent music waj
furnished by an orchestra directed by
Robert Kasper. Dancing was enjoy
ed until nearly 2 o'clock, when the
guests dispersed to their homes hap
py in the consciousness of having
had a magnificent evening's social en

M. G REENBERGER
"

"A Square Deal"

The Valley City

flotor Washer
P.

J',K.',jS'
Will Make Wash Day a

il'

."

0

V
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Pleasure for You.

-

Guaranteed to run with twenty
pounds pressure- Connect with your
faucet and your washing does itself.
Come in our store and we will gladlv
explain its features to you.
-

J. C.

Method of Ironing
Shirts
...
laundry.
By this system your shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoms are placed upon the
flat, softly padded ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated ironing plate
bring held there until ironed
md dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep their
better
and ( wear
shape
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic finish
that even hand ironing cannot
Continued patronage
equel.
will prove to you that we both
make your linens looks better
'
and wear longer.
,

Coffee

,,T'

A

i the "press machine" method,
tre process we use in our

One hundred and thirty-fiv- e
guests
To
were seated at the banquet.
Manager E. T. Plowman of the hotel
is due the credit for the success of
the affair. .He planned Its every de
tail. Under his direction the service
was perfect and the entire evening's
program waB carried out without the
slightest delay to mar the enjoyment
of the guests. The menu was an elaborate one, containing several viands
that had never been served in Las
Vegas before. The entire function
would compare more than favorably
with similar affairs in the larger cities of the country. Those who have
attended the banquets and parties ai
the Alvarado hotel In Albuquerque
say this was the equal of the best
ever held in that famous hostelry.
The guests showed their apprecia
tion of Mr. Plowman's success by
He
drinking a toast to his health.
also received the personal congratu
lations of many of the guests all oi
and
whom are his personal friend
acquaintances.
The menu was as follows:.
Cotults Mignonette
Clear Green Turtle
01ive3
Salted Almonds
Celery
Broiled Mushrooms on Toast
Guinea Hen Bread Sauce
Rissole Potato
Brussels Sprouts
Cuava Jelly
Lobster Salad
Nesselrode Pudding
Fancy Cakes
Toasted Crackers
Camembert

'

of

Home"

The Modern

joyment

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
I" "
Best draught beer In tha city,
in the wood. Direct from distillery
the Lobby, of course.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

& SON,
JOHNSEN
Furnishers the

"Complete

Gordon-Withi-

...

e

GAY ASSEMBLAGE AT BANQUET

Las Vegas begins the new year
This morning a Las Vegas man
in a healthy condition, according to glanced at a thermometer. The bulb
'had broken, alof the instrument
City Physician Dr. C. C.
the limits .ofjthe city there lowing the fluid to drop sixteen deis not a case of ontagjous disease. grees below zero. "That's the only
Chlckenpox, diphtheria and measles, doggone thermometer in town that's
a few cases of which: were reported telling the truth," remarked the
several weeks ago, have all been man as
he stamped his
feet,
eliminated. There are. a few cases blew on his fingers and burrowed his
of grip.
face a little further into his over
coat collar.
,'f J

li

'

'

,

A Happy

' Two
Orchestras, Continuous Music.

Features.

A new

Not only clean hot towels, but all
other linen Is clean, at Nolette's,
Union Barber shop.

it-

FEBUARY 22, DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

combination of cereals'composed of Wheat, Oats,
Bice and Barley, Good for breakfast, dinner, luncheon or

.

'

t

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon-

HAPPY NEW
YEAR TO ALL

BOUCHER
The Coffee Man;

e

Main 81.

TONIGHT
-

CARD OF THANKS

To the many friends who have
kindly extended their sympathy and
CRYSTAL THEATRE
condolence during our recent bereavement, either by letter, telegram or
word of mouth, I take this means of
MOVING PICTURES
expressing in my own behalf, as well
aa that of my dear ones, our heart
felt thanks and appreciations and
Program changes Sunday,
the ihope that they uiay never know
Monday, Wednesday
what it is to be severed from one
and Friday
whose inmost being is inseparably
linked with their own, nor ever see
their family circle broken up by the
ruthless hand of death.
JACOB & RAISIN,
Rabbi Congregation Montefiore,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. :,2, 1911. Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Main 33ft
Phone,
Opposite Optio
After a vacation of over two weeks
the Normal University will resume
A Reliable Cough Medicine
its work tomorrow. The incoming
Is a valuble
friend.
Foley's
trains today brought students who Honey and Tarfamily
fulfills this condition
bad been spending their vacations exactly. Mrs. Charlea Kline, N. 8th
with their parents arid mother rela- St., Eaaton, Pa., Btates: "Several
tives. Dur,ing the remainder of the members of my family have been cured
of
colds by the use
week the Normal's exhibit, whjch at- of bad coughs andand
Tar and I am
Foley's Honey
meowtracted much attention at the
never without a bottle in the house,
ing of the educational association, it soothes and relieves the irritation
will be open to the inspection of the in the throat and loosens up the cold.
I have always found It a reliable
public between the houra of 3:30 and
cure." O. G. Schaefer and
cough
6 p. in.
Cross Drug Co.

Frank Revell,

